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Congratulations and new standards

From the Chairman                 by Jeremy Dhondy

click

link

I’d like to start by congratulating those who didso well in the World Championship in Lyon in
late August. Our Women’s team (Nicola Smith,

Catherine Draper, Sally Brock, Fiona Brown, Sandra
Penfold & Nevena Senior) continued their excellent
habit of winning medals. This time it was a silver
medal in the Venice Cup. We lost to the Chinese
team, playing very well, in the final. In the
Transnational event four England players (David
Gold, Peter Crouch, Anita Sinclair & Andrew
Robson) won a bronze medal. In the junior event
that was run alongside the World Championship
Shivam Shah signed off on his international junior
career by winning a bronze medal in the teams and
a silver medal in the Board a Match teams. You can
read about these successes on pages 44-45 & 52-54.

KEEP IT CLEAN

Reading Fiona’s account on page 38 of the Venice
Cup, one is filled with delight at the obvious
camaraderie and friendship within the team and
between the teams. Despite the tension it was clearly
fun, although winning normally is!

It emphasises my disappointment that, since I
became Chairman, one thing I’ve heard repeatedly
is how the bad behaviour of a minority puts people
off playing in clubs and  tournaments. It makes life
hard for those new to the game and unpleasant for
all of us. More than a decade ago the EBU
introduced the Best Behaviour Code which applies
to all our tournaments and has been adopted by
many clubs. Sadly, the code is not always enough
and there are players who run foul of the code and
normal behaviour to the point where disciplinary
action is required. It’s not only bad manners. There
can be unethical behaviour or downright cheating
associated with dealing, scoring or playing.

This is much easier to deal with if a club has a
decent constitution with a disciplinary section.
There is a model constitution for both clubs and
counties on the EBU website which can be adopted

in full or modified to local circumstances. I would
suggest clubs get this in place before a problem
arises. Clubs are welcome to ask the Laws & Ethics
Committee for advice.

Recently the EBU changed its methods for
disciplinary matters. If the preceding information
makes you think this is a daily occurrence, it is not.
Just three cases a year in front of the Laws & Ethics
Committee is a lot. Clubs typically deal with their
own miscreants and many clubs will go years
without having any problem. But if something
happens which may require action, then the Laws &
Ethics Committee can get involved. First it
considers if there is a case to answer and whether
there is the necessary evidence. While justice should
be blind, we try to remember that cases cost both
time and money and should not be undertaken
lightly. If it transpires there is a case to answer then
a disciplinary panel is appointed, usually three
people who had nothing to do with the case and are
not friends or partners of the accused. There is also
now a prosecution panel and it is the job of one
member to pursue the prosecution while the Laws
& Ethics Committee manage the case.

HOW GUILTY IS GUILTY?
The Bye Laws were changed about a year ago.

Most cases are decided on the ‘balance of
probabilities’ save where it is an accusation of
dishonesty where the burden of proof is higher – we
have adopted the World Bridge Federation’s rule of
‘comfortably satisfied’. In cases where dishonesty is
alleged, particularly with regard to playing, then
there is often a reliance on statistical evidence and
the world of technology has closed some gaps but
has created new opportunities. Guilty verdicts are
published in this magazine and the relevant club
and county informed, unless the person is under 18. 

It’s sad that this must sometimes happen but we
all want to play in an honest and civilised game and
need some procedures when it falls short.   r
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In Acol, a 1NT opening shows 12-14 points anda balanced hand – that means no singletons and
at most one doubleton. If your hand fits that

description it is very likely that it should be opened
1NT. I see people pass or make different openings
on such hands very frequently and it inevitably
results in them having to lie later on in the auction:
you don’t get to show this range and shape later if
you decline the opportunity once!

MISCONCEPTION 1

I can’t open 1NT because I have a five card major

Yes you can! Imagine that you hold:

´9 6 ™K J 7 3 2 tA Q 4 ®K 3 2.

If you decide to open 1™ because you have five
hearts (perhaps you are also nervous about your
low doubleton – see misconception 2), what do you
plan to do when partner, ever-obliging, responds
1´? I don’t like to rebid 2™ without six hearts and if
you bid a minor it shows 5-4 – so you have no bid
that shows your shape. If you try to go back to no
trumps to say that you are actually balanced you are
showing a hand too good to open 1NT the first
time – at least 15 points, which you also don’t have.
It’s much easier to open 1NT in the first place.

MISCONCEPTION 2

I can’t open 1NT because I don’t have stoppers in
every suit

If you have 12-14 points you often won’t have
stoppers in every suit – you aren’t showing a great
hand when you open 1NT and partner won’t expect
the earth. If opponents can cash their suit against
1NT that often doesn’t matter too much – hopefully
it means that your partner’s points are working well
enough with yours that you can take tricks in your
suits too. It’s also often true that when opponents
have a good suit either they will bid it or your
partner will have a longish suit to take you into.

MISCONCEPTION 3
I can’t open 1NT because I just have three aces:
that’s only three tricks!

Aces are actually slightly undervalued by the
Milton Work Point Count so your hand is probably
better, not worse, than its value suggests. You
probably feel comfortable opening with:

´K J 7 ™Q 10 4 3 tK J 7 4 ®Q J

but that has no definite tricks at all! That doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t open the hand, just that
counting tricks in your own hand is not a good way
to decide whether or not to open no trumps at the
one level.

1NT is such a descriptive opening bid that you
should feel eager to make it. Partner immediately
knows roughly whether your side should play in
game and has a fair idea of strain too. It is also easy
for them to judge whether to compete if the
opponents come in. Plus, you will often be declarer
now!

Opening 1NT

ACOLytes - Know the Basics        by Sarah Bell
click

link

ADVANCED

You will occasionally see experts open 1NT on a
5422 distribution, even though this isn’t
technically balanced. This is best kept for when
you have a five-card minor and a four-card red
suit. If you open your minor and partner
responds 1´, you may have no comfortable rebid
– bidding a weak five-card minor twice isn’t ideal,
while showing your second suit is a ‘reverse’: it
would take the bidding quite high so should show
a better hand (we’ll come to reverses in a few
issues’ time so don’t worry if this is news to you).

I would always open 1NT on these hands if
holding an honour in both of my doubletons, as
this makes it more likely we belong in no trumps
and advantageous for my hand to be declarer – if
one of my doubletons is led the opposition may
let me score my Q-x or K-x when I shouldn’t.
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What would you open with these hands?

Hand 1 Hand 2
´ Q J 10 5 ´ A J 10 5 4 
™ K 7 3 ™ Q 9
t A Q 10 4 t K J 5
® 7 3 ® A 8 3

Hand 3 Hand 4
´ K 5 ´ A J 10 6
™ Q J 10 6 ™ 8 2
t Q 10 8 7 4 t K 3
® A 5 ® K Q 7 6 3

Hand 1 – It’s a balanced 12 count so open 1NT –

don’t be put off by the weak club holding.

Hand 2 –With 15 points this hand is too strong for

1NT. Open 1´, intending to pass if partner

responds 1NT, or rebid 2NT if partner responds

at the two-level.

Hand 3 – If you open 1t and partner bids 1´, what

would you rebid? The only option is 2t on a

mediocre five-card suit. Better to open 1NT and

avoid the problem altogether. 

Hand 4 – There’s no need to open 1NT on this

hand. If partner responds 1t or 1™ to your 1®

opening you can bid 1´ with no problems and if

they bid 1´ you can raise.        r

Congratulations to
Max Bavin, who has
been awarded the
World Bridge
Federation’s Gold
Medal in recognition
of his services over
many years as the
WBF’s Head TD - a

position from which he has recently retired.
The award was announced by WBF President

Gianarrigo Rona at the World Championships
held in Lyon in August. Max became the EBU’s
Chief TD in 1986 (leaving the position in 2012)
and was appointed the WBF’s Head TD in 2003.

WBF GOLD MEDAL FOR HEAD TD
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In each of the following hands, you are sittingSouth. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give

yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.

Heffalump Traps

Hand 1
        ´  K 7
        ™  6 5
        t  A Q 8 5 4 2
        ®  Q 10 7
            
            
            

        
        ´  A Q J 10 9 5
        ™  A K 9
        t  7
        ®  K J 2 

Hand 2
        ´  A K 2
        ™  A Q 6 4
        t  K 7 6 4
        ®  K 6
            
            
            

        
        ´  7 6 3
        ™  8 2
        t  A Q 5 3 2
        ®  9 7 3

Hand 3
        ´  K 6 4
        ™  8 4
        t  A Q 7 5 3
        ®  A 9 4
            
            
            

        
        ´  A 9 7 5
        ™  K Q 5
        t  K 9
        ®  K 7 5 2 

Hand 4
        ´  9 3
        ™  A 6
        t  A K J 6 3
        ®  Q 9 4 2
            
            
            

        
        ´  K 7 4
        ™  8
        t  9 7 4
        ®  A K J 7 6 3

David Bakhshi gives the answers
on page 42

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

You are in 6´ after
partner replied 2t to
your 1´ opening. The
tJ is led. How do you

plan the play?

You are in 3NT. West
leads the ™6, and East
plays the ™J. How do
you plan to make
your contract?

You are in 5®, and
West leads the ™K.  
How would you plan

to make your
contract?

You are in 3NT, and
West leads the ®5.
How would you plan

to make your
contract?

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?

Julian Pottage gives his answers on page 62.

W N E S          
3t        

Pass Pass Dble Pass
?

W N E S          
1®       

Dble Pass 1´ 2®
?

W N E S          
Pass      

1t 2´1 Dble 4´

?
1 weak

W N E S          
3t        

?

W N E S          
?

W N E S          
Pass Pass 1™ Pass
3™ 3´ Dble Pass
?

Hand 1
´ J 10 5 3
™ 7 3
t K J 7 3
® 9 6 5

Hand 2
´ A Q J 10 9 7 3
™ K 3
t A 9 5
® K

Hand 3
´ A
™ J 5 3 2
t K Q 10 3 
® A 8 5 2

Hand 4
´ K 8 6 4 3 2
™ A 9
t –
® Q J 10 7 3

Hand 5
´ K Q J 6
™ A K Q 9 7
t 8 
® A K 9

Hand 6
´ 9 5
™ 9 6 5 2
t K J 10 4
® A J 10
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The previous two articles were about counting
the points held by the opposition. This one is
all about how to count the hand patterns of

the opponents.

Counting the hand is often seen as the preserve of
the expert. However, all it requires is practice
(although it has to be admitted it takes lots of it to
become proficient). Allow me to quote from one of
the all-time great bridge books, S J Simon’s Why You
Lose At Bridge. (Nicholson & Watson 1945):

Counting The Hand. Now, don’t be frightened of
this one. The only reason that you regard counting the
hand as one of those unfathomable mysteries
available only to experts is that you have never
attempted to count one. It is evidence of the aura of
mystery that surrounds the counting of a hand that
bridge beginners are liable at moment to inquire in
appropriately awed tones ‘I suppose after a few rounds
you can tell every card in everybody’s hand’.  I cannot
. . .

. . . Sometimes, when the hand calls for it, I can
make a fairly accurate assessment of the opponents’
holding. And occasionally the count of a hand is thrust
upon me. And I never have to do anything more
difficult than to add up to thirteen.

The point about counting the hand is that it takes
effort, not advanced mathematics. In the words of
one wag it is one of those simple tasks that is
difficult to do. Simon illustrated the principle of
counting the hand with the following deal, which I
have modified below.

How should you play 4´ as South after West leads
the �tK?

The Gentle Art of Counting - 3

Basic Cardplay                         by Paul Bowyer

click

link

        ´  K 6 5
        ™  K J 10
        t  A 8 7
        ®  K J 10 9
            
            
            

        
        ´  A J 9 4 3 2
        ™  A 4 2
        t  5 4
        ®  A 7 

N
W      E

S

Hand 1. South
plays in 4´. West

leads the tK.

In the book the author made South ‘Mr Smug’, a

slapdash player prone to error. Mr Smug took the

tA at trick one and cashed the ´K, East showing
out. Oops, spades are 4-0. Still, no matter, the

contract is still cold. However, declarer took the ´A,

cashed the ®A, the ®K and ruffed a club, hoping

the queen would fall. Nope, West overruffed, took

the ´Q, cashed the master diamond and played

another diamond, on which East threw a heart.

Declarer was now reduced to a heart guess – the

dreaded two-way finesse. After deep and supposedly

meaningful consultation with the ceiling he cashed

the ™A and led another heart. West threw a

diamond and declarer conceded defeat, with the

immortal words ‘Nothing I could do, partner, every

card was wrong’.
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Now, the astute reader will have spotted that
ruffing a club in hand was an error; all declarer had
to do was to pitch a diamond, not caring whether
West won the queen, ruffed or followed small. That,
though, is not what concerns us here. Go back over
the play again and find yourself in Mr Smug’s
position, having to locate the ™Q in the endgame.
Count the hand. You know that West has four
spades. He also has only two clubs. When East
discards on the third diamond West is also marked
with six diamonds. His hand pattern is as clear as
daylight – he must be precisely 4∙1∙6∙2. 
Armed with that knowledge it is a simple matter

to cash the ™K and to run the ™J through East in the
sure and certain knowledge that it will win the trick.

Let’s see if you can land a grand slam.

So, you take the spade lead (somewhere or other)
and cash the tA (were the queen to fall singleton
you could stop wasting everybody’s time). Nope, all
follow small. 

You cash three clubs and West pitches a heart on
the third round.

You cash three hearts and East discards a club on
the third round.

You cash the remaining spades, ending in
dummy, and East pitches another club on the third
spade.

You lead a diamond off the dummy and East
follows with the ten. Now comes the $64,000
question (or is that the £1,000,000 question?).
Should you play the jack or the king? Why? Note
that if you play the king and West discards you’d be
two down. If you play the jack and it loses to West’s
doubleton queen you’d be three down.

If you study the evidence you should see that
West started life with two five-card suits. In fact, his
pattern must be 5∙5∙1∙2. If you look at it from the
other perspective, East is known to be 2∙2∙3∙6. With
that knowledge it is a simple matter to finesse the
diamond and claim the grand slam.

The full deal:

´ A K J
™ K J 9
t 8 6 5 2
® A Q 10

´ 10 9 8 7 6 ´ 5 3
™ 8 7 6 4 2 ™ 5 3
t 9 t Q 10 7
® 8 4 ® 9 7 6 5 3 2

´ Q 4 2
™ A Q 10
t A K J 4 3
® K J

N
W      E

S

        ´  A K J
        ™  K J 9
        t  8 6 5 2
        ®  A Q 10
            
            
            

        
        ´  Q 4 2
        ™  A Q 10
        t  A K J 4 3
        ®  K J 

N
W      E

S

Hand 2. South
plays in 7NT West

leads the ´10.

After ascertaining you have 38 points between the

partnership you alight in 7NT and West leads the

´10. How might you play?

Well, the hand is all about bringing in the

diamonds. If West has tQ-x-x you cannot make the
hand. The choice is between finessing against East

for the queen or playing for the drop. What is your

best line of play?

It would be gung-ho to take an early view in

diamonds – if you got it wrong then there would be

no recovery. Best is to play off winners in the other

three suits and see if anything interesting happens.

True, this might lead to two down (even three

down) on a bad day but that’s a risk worth taking

for an increased chance of making your grand slam.

You see? Nothing more difficult than counting to
thirteen…               r

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 68
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makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik

cards visit:

www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,

TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 
by 26 October 2017.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

ANSWERS TO AUGUST QUIZ: Page 46

THIS ISSUE’S QUIZ
IMP scoring on all hands (teams).

New Prize Leads Quiz                        by Alan Mould

Opening leads are often subjective and
virtual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in

many ways a game of percentages and there fore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™2; (c) tJ; (d) ®3.

Hand 1
 ´   A Q 10 5 2
 ™   A 9 8 2
 t   J 5
 ®   3 2

         South       West       North    East
         1NT1         2®2         Dble3      2™4

         Pass          Pass         3NT       All Pass
      1 12-14, 2 Majors, 3Values, 4Preference for ™

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ™6; (c) t2; (d) ®4.

Hand 2
 ´   J 10 9
 ™   K J 7 6
 t   K 10 7 2
 ®   4 3

         South       West       North    East
         1´            Pass         2´          Pass
         4´            All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´7; (b) ™A; (c) tA; (d) t5.

Hand 3
 ´   Q J 8 7 2
 ™   A Q 8 5 2
 t   A 10 5
 ®   –

         South       West       North    East
                                        2t1        Pass
         2NT2         Pass         3®3               Pass
         3NT          All Pass
1 Multi - weak 2 in ™s or ´s or various strong
hands, 2 Enquiry, 3Maximum weak 2 in ™s

HHHHH

HHHHH
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The first duplicate of the school year was
about to start and several new boys had
taken their seats. Whether they had much

idea how to play the game was anyone’s guess. The
general intention was to be as friendly as possible to
the new players, encouraging them to become
regular participants in the weekly game. Most of the
previous year’s sixth-form players had departed for
university and would need replacing. Two of the
smallest new boys were about to face the
Headmaster and Reverend Benson.

The Headmaster inspected the occupant of the
South seat. ‘You’re Smithson’s younger brother,
aren’t you?’ he queried.

‘Yes, Sir,’ came the reply.

‘I could tell by the rather strange shape of your
nose,’ continued the Headmaster. ‘The other boys
will make fun of you, I expect, but you have to
accept these things. It’ll toughen you up for the
outside world.’ He turned to the North player. ‘And
you are?’

‘Daniel Chalkley, Sir,’ came the reply.

The Reverend Benson’s mouth fell open.
‘Goodness me, boy, we don’t use first names here!’
he declared. ‘Whatever next?’

The players drew their cards for this board: 

The Headmaster had never witnessed two such
young boys bidding a grand slam. He lost no time in
leading the king of clubs and down went dummy. 

‘Thanks, Daniel . . . er . . . Chalkley, I mean,’ said
Smithson. He ruffed in his hand and played the ace
and ten of trumps. After ruffing a second club with
the ´J, he crossed to the tA and ruffed dummy’s
last club with the ´K. A heart to the ace allowed him
to draw East’s last trump and declarer’s two king-
queen combinations landed the remaining tricks.
Four rounds of trumps, six red-suit winners and
three club ruffs in hand amounted to a very
satisfactory thirteen. The grand slam had been
made.

The Headmaster paused to check that he was not
in the middle of some unpleasant dream. ‘The 5®
bid showed a void?’ he queried.

Daniel Chalkley leaned forward. ‘We play it as
Exclusion Roman Key-card, Sir,’ he replied. ‘Over
your double, the first step-responses are Pass and
Redouble, so my 5™ showed two key-cards outside
clubs and the trump queen.’

‘Mr Beamish taught us bridge, at Gorton Hall
prep school,’ added Ben Smithson. ‘He’s a really
good player. He played in the Gold Cup last year.’

The Headmaster shared a glance with the
Reverend Benson. What right did a mere prep
school master have to poison young minds with
such inappropriate bidding methods?

‘We were a bit lucky on that one, actually,’
continued Smithson. ‘I only just had enough entries
to ruff all the clubs and get back to dummy.’

Bertie Bellis’s Phone Call

Bridge Fiction                            by David Bird

click

link

E/W Game. Dealer South. 
´ Q 10 3 2  
™ A 6 5  
t A 7 4
® 10 7 6

´ 4 ´ 9 8 5 
™ J 9 8 2 ™ 10 3
t J 10 6 2 t 9 5 
® K Q J 3 ® A 9 8 5 4 2  

´ A K J 7 6   
™ K Q 7 4 
t K Q 8 3 
®  –

N
W      E

S

   West             North      East           South
   The                Daniel      Reverend    Ben
   Headmaster    Chalkley   Benson       Smithson
                                                          1´

    Pass               3´           Pass            5®

    Dble              5™           Pass            7´

    All Pass
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The Reverend Benson nodded his agreement. ‘I
was wondering about that,’ he said. ‘If you don’t lead
a club, Headmaster, I don’t think he can make it.’

The Headmaster waved this observation aside. ‘If
I don’t lead a club from this hand, I’d never lead a
club,’ he retorted. ‘Bring up the next board,
Chalkley. Don’t just sit there!’   

A few rounds later, the two new boys faced Bertie
Bellis, the senior maths master. ‘Ah, it’s young
Smithson!’ he exclaimed. ‘I believe Roy Beamish
taught you at Gorton Hall.’

Smithson nodded. ‘Yes, he ran the school bridge
club,’ he replied.

‘We were in the same college at Oxford,’ Bellis
continued. ‘Often played bridge together. Well,
here’s the first board. Let’s see what you learnt from
him.’

The young declarer won with the ™A and cashed
the ®A. If the king or jack of clubs had fallen, he
would have continued the suit. When two spot-
cards came, he played the king, ace and queen of
spades. The suit divided 3-3 and he could now
guarantee the contract by switching to diamonds. A
diamond to the queen won the next trick and he
used the entry to score the ´7. A second round of
diamonds then set up his ninth trick.

Bertie Bellis chuckled at what he had seen.
‘Wonderful play!’ he exclaimed ‘I had the king and
jack of clubs. If you rely on that suit, you go down.’

Looking modestly downwards, Smithson
returned his cards to the wallet. ‘If spades don’t
break, I can play another club then,’ he said.

‘Indeed you can,’ Bellis declared. ‘As soon as I get
home, I’ll give Roy a call and tell him about the
hand. He’ll be just as pleased about it as you are,
believe me!’                                                                 r

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ A Q 2  
™ K 4  
t K 8 7
® 10 9 8 5 2

´ 10 8 4 ´ J 9 5 
™ J 10 9 7 2 ™ Q 8 6 5 
t 10 3 t A 9 6 4 2   
® K J 3 ® 7  

´ K 7 6 3      
™ A 3 
t Q J 5  
®  A Q 6 4

N
W      E

S

   West           North       East           South
   Bertie            Daniel        Percy          Ben
   Bellis             Chalkley     Cutforth      Smithson
                                                         1NT
   Pass             3NT           All Pass

Bertie Bellis led the ™J and down went the
dummy. Smithson studied it carefully, keen to make
a good impression. There were five top tricks
outside clubs, so four more from that suit would
give him the game. If the clubs lay badly, another
possible route to nine tricks would be four spade
tricks (on a 3-3 break), two hearts, two diamonds
and the ®A. How could he give himself the best
combined chance?
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For the moment we will concentrate on
opening bids at the one-level, as partnership
preferences can be retained at the two-level.

Having covered openings of 1® and 1t in the last
issue we turn our attention to one of a major, 1NT
and awkward shapes.

So, do you always open a 5-card major - and does
1® or 1t deny a five card major? Well – you will
open distributional hands – six-card majors, a 5-4-
3-1 shape where the five is a major  – with 1´/1™.
And as in Acol, you open the higher-ranking suit
with 5-5 – all those shapes are system independent.

But what about five of a major with six of a
minor? I always open my longest suit and it has
served me well, or more accurately, not as badly as
the times when I strayed.

1NT WITH A FIVE-CARD MAJOR?
If you hold strong convictions on the rightness or

otherwise of a five-card major inside a weak no-
trump then transitioning to a five-card major
system changes little. I am on the ‘include’ side:

D Auctions that start with 1NT are simple and
direct; they avoid giving information to
opponents that may help with the opening lead
and subsequent defence.

D You’ll find better part-scores especially when
opener has hearts and responder spades. A
survey of deals from World Championships (see
Richard Pavilcek online) shows that 1NT with five
hearts is more successful than 1NT with five
spades.

D Opponents have no take-out double of 1NT and
it’s often difficult for them to enter the auction
without a major. ‘Stealing’ with the weak no-
trump is one of its attributes and increasing its
frequency by mixing it up a little cannot hurt.

D It is now even less attractive to open and rebid a
mere 5-card suit; after all, partner knew you had
five and didn’t support before, why should he
now? Removing minimum 5-3-3-2s decreases

those times it is necessary. There will be deals
where the major suit turns out better but
knowing hand-type and values is more
frequently important.

AWKWARD SHAPES

Awkward shapes is code for 4-4-4-1s. A
temporary relief is that with a singleton minor,
there’s only one suit left – but that may only
postpone the problem. There is more discussion
below – have a go at these examples.

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3
´ 9 ´ Q 9 4 ´ K 3 
™ K Q J 8 7 ™ A K 8 7 2 ™ A Q 8 7
t K 9 7 6 5 2 t K 4 t K 9 7 4 2
® A ® 6 5 3 ® J 4

Hand 4 Hand 5 Hand 6
´ 6 ´ K 6 5 2 ´ K 6 5 2 
™ Q 8 7 4 ™ A 8 7 4 ™ A 8 7 4
t A K 5 2 t Q t A Q 9 4
® K 10 9 2 ® K 9 3 2 ® 3

Opening bids, part 2

TRANSITION – Five-Card Majors    by Chris Chambers

click

link

1. 1t. If the fates decree you must miss a fit, then
losing the heart suit can be expensive. But on
misfits diamonds will be a better part-score and
if you can take 12 tricks, diamonds is the most
likely strain. Also when you want to compete
over opponent’s 4´, depending on the auction,
you can show this hand via double or 4NT. If you
start with 1™ and bid at a high level, partner will
take you for 6™ and 5t and prefer hearts.

2. 1NT. This shape, 3-5-3-2 is classic for 1NT
because you will reach better part-scores when
partner has spades. Consider 1™ – 1´; 2™, how is
partner able to distinguish this hand from, say,
´4 ™AKJ872 t942 ®AQ3? What does he do with
five spades?

3. 1NT. Similar considerations apply here: after 1t
– 1´; 2t responder can be in a quandary with a
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singleton diamond as to whether to bid again.
Much simpler to open 1NT and reach a playable
part score when partner has five spades (with or
without four hearts). True, opposite 4-4 in the
majors and insufficient values to act over 1NT
hearts will be missed but in order to cost, it has
to outscore no trumps and at what level –
opponents may balance against a fit and push
you up a level. This hand-type and the previous
are important at matchpoints where frequency
of gain outweighs magnitude.

4. 1t. As you would in Standard English – ‘middle
of three touching suits’. Prepare to rebid 2® after
1´.

5. Pass. Given a liberal approach to 1NT you might
have guessed that here. I confess to being a bit of
a purist about singletons in no-trumps – partner
always seems to misjudge. And 4-4-4-1s are over-
valued; this is a thin hand and worth much less
than its raw point-count. If this hand were
stronger, 1® is the obvious opening, with a 1™
rebid over the anticipated 1t response.

6. 1t. The obvious choice. But that’s the easy bit;
after 2®…? I am afraid you will have to rebid
2t. Yes, on a four-card suit. You can solve this
problem in two ways, artificially (with a 2™
reverse that does not show extra values) or by
agreeing that responder’s 2® over 1t shows
hands with sound values. Prevention is the
simpler course and we will consider responder’s
duties in the next issue.

SUMMARY

D Opening a minor doesn’t deny a five-card
major – with 6-5 or 7-5, open the longer suit.

D Adopting five-card majors does not materially
affect arguments as to opening 1NT with 5-3-
3-2 and a long major – agree with partner and
keep discipline.

D With 4-4-4-1 opening 1t is best – except with
a singleton diamond!         r

The All Party Parliamentary Group for Bridge
welcomed another group of young bridge players
to the House of Lords in July. The visit was by
players from the Bridge4Schools programme in
Berks, Bucks & Oxon, and started with a tour of
the Palace of Westminster. They then played
bridge with six Peers from the APPG – all of
whom were delighted with the enthusiasm the
young players had for the game, and impressed by
how well they played. 

Baroness Henig led the members of the APPG
in hosting the event while Joan Bennett was the
stalwart who made the arrangements with the
schools/parents.

A PARLIAMENTARY CHALLENGE

Please recycle 
this magazine when

you have finished
with it
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Right-hand opponent has opened 1NT. It’s
your turn. ‘What no trump are they playing,’
do I hear you ask?

A word about the difference between bidding
over a weak and a strong no trump. You might think
you need to be stronger to bid over a strong no
trump, but actually it’s the other way round. If an
opponent has shown 15-17 points, you are very
unlikely to have the values for game, so can bid
purely destructively. You can bid on shapely ‘tram
tickets,’ knowing partner (with decent values) will
not take you too seriously.

If an opponent has just 12-14 points on the other
hand, game is possible, so there needs to be a
constructive element to your bids. Indeed, one of
the best reasons for playing the weak no trump is
that it’s far harder to defend against.

‘So what is the vulnerability,’ do I hear you ask?

The vulnerability is very important, their
vulnerability as well as yours. If neither side is
vulnerable, the green light is flashing. You can go
two down (undoubled) in your bid and show a
profit against the opposing 1NT+1 or 2™/´
making; conversely, if you are making (say 2™/´),
you will not get adequate compensation defeating
their 1NT in 50s – unless they go three down. 

If both sides are vulnerable, the red light is
flashing. If in doubt, don’t bid. If you bid and go just
one down, that’s worse than conceding the
opposing 1NT. Conversely, say you bid and catch a
favourable layout and make your contract; that
favourable layout may well mean that defending
1NT will net you a couple of 100s. These small
differences do not amount to much at rubber or
teams, but at duplicate pairs they make a huge
difference. 

At split vulnerability, take a middle view. If you
are vulnerable and they are not, bidding can be
disastrous; on the other hand,  if you are making
your stretched bid, you’ll be pleased you bid it, for
+50 or so defending 1NT will not compensate. If

you are non-vulnerable against vulnerable, you’ll
feel more relaxed about bidding but beware –
defending the vulnerable opponents may be more
lucrative.

WHAT IS MY DEFENCE TO 1NT?
This is not really the point of this column, but I

should say that the most important element to any
defence is being able to show both the majors (in
principle 5-4, in practice sometimes 4-4) and for
partner to be able to make a bid to ask for the longer
major. I’d recommend 2® Landy (partner bids 2t
to ask for the longer major). Simplest is to play
other overcalls – 2t, 2™ and 2´ – as natural.

I want to focus on other tactical considerations.
These include trying to mess with opposing
auctions to jostle them into the wrong strain. But
conversely, not messing with the opponents’ auction
and tipping them off that no trumps may play
poorly. 

You are West after South has opened a 12-14 1NT.
Both sides are vulnerable.

Bidding over the opposition’s 1NT
Double, Bid or Pass?               by Andrew Robson

click

link

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ Q 9 4 2 ´ 6 3 ´ K Q J 10 6 2 
™ A J 2 ™ A K Q J 5 2 ™ 4
t A J 3 2 t 3 2 t J 10 8 2
® K 8 ® 7 4 2 ® 9 3

DOUBLE, BID OR PASS?

With Hand A, you should pass. Yes, you have
more points than South, but with no promising
opening lead and few tricks should dummy have
more strength than your partner, caution is best.

         West        North     East       South
                                                     1NT

         ?

Here are three possible hands for you to hold and
my question is: 



You don’t need me to tell you the defence to 3NT.
Down two. Had West bid 2™, North would have
made some eloquent bid such as 3™. South would
bid 3´ and North would probably raise to 4´ – 11
easy winners if dummy ruffs the third heart high.

Tip (one of many): Think before you give
away your hand.  r
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Partner is still there, and will strain to act in the
fourth chair.

With Hand B you should also pass. Superficially
tempting it may be to bid 2™, what’s the point? If
everybody passes and partner tables a couple of
tricks, you’ll make +110; but then passing 1NT
would have seen you net +200. And if North has a
game-going hand, you’ve tipped him off to the
heart problem and he won’t bid 3NT with, say, 13
balanced points (which he would have bid if you
had kept your big mouth shut).

With Hand C, you have great playing strength
and are keen to cramp the opposing auction. You
couldn’t be criticised for bidding 2´, but I like a
jump to 3´ (provided you play it as pre-emptive –
recommended), really taking away bidding space. In
defence, declarer only has to hold up the ´A a
couple of times and partner, on gaining the lead,
will have no entry to your hand. 

Now consider what you would do as West with
the same three hands after this start:

With Hand C, I’d content myself with 2´. There’s
no need to preempt now that we know North does
not have even game invitational values. I’d expect to
buy it in 2´.

One layout proves little but look at this deal
featuring Hand B.

Game All. Dealer South.
                           ´  K J 4
                           ™  7 6
                           t K J 5
                           ® A K 8 5 3
     ´   6 3                                 ´   9 8 5 2
     ™   A K Q J 5 2                      ™   10 4
     t  3 2                                  t  10 9 7 6
 ®  7 4 2                              ®  J 10 9

                           ´  A Q 10 7
                           ™  9 8 3
                           t A Q 8 4
                           ® Q 6

N
W      E

S

         West        North     East       South
                                                     1NT

         Pass1         3NT        All Pass2

1 Sensibly keeping quiet, to avoid tipping
North-South off about the heart weakness

2 Sensibly not doubling in West’s case, or
North-South may run to safer havens.

         West        North     East       South
                         1NT        Pass        Pass
         ?

Big difference – you are in fourth chair after both
partner and right-hand opponent passed. Would it
surprise you that I’d make three different calls?

With Hand A, I’d chance a (penalty) double.
Firstly, the risk of being sandwiched between two
strong opposing hands has disappeared. Also, what
you really want is for partner to lead his longest suit
– which you will like in every case. Having to lead
yourself (as you have to in second chair) is far less
appealing, for you are in effect guessing which suits
partner like best. In fourth chair, it is reasonable to
double with 14 points (and certainly 15), South’s
pass having told you that your partner has a little
something. Partner will normally pass your double
unless very weak (say fewer than four points) with a
six-card suit (possibly with a five-card suit, never
with a four-card suit).

With Hand B, I’d bid 2™. Passing (or even
doubling) may in theory work best but with partner
having no idea that your hand has six solid hearts
‘and out’, there is a sizeable risk that you’ll sit there
for the whole defence while partner fails to find
your suit. Note, one danger of bidding 2™ in the
direct seat, that of tipping off the opponents to stay
out of 3NT, is now irrelevant.

Congratulations to England’s new
PREMIER GRAND MASTERS

DAN CROFTS OF STAFFS & SHROPS

GARY JONES OF BERKS & BUCKS
AND

MIKE WALSH OF DEvON
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Our look at slam bidding has seen us
concentrate on finding out about the
requisite controls (aces, kings, singletons

and voids) using cue-bidding rather than
Blackwood. This issue we are going to look at some
of the further ramifications of cue-bidding and
when you should push on and when you should
sign off. 

The first thing to appreciate about cue bidding is
that it was invented to stay out of bad slams, not to
bid more good ones. The real advantage of cue-
bidding is that you can identify which suits you lack
a control in as quickly as possible and stop safely
when there is no slam on. 

It follows that when you lack a control in any suit
partner has also denied a control in then you should
sign off immediately. 

This sort of hand is a common trap:

And even if the opponents don’t kick off with a
spade there is nowhere for your losers to go and 11
tricks are the limit. 

It follows that if you carried on by bidding 4t
over 4® you are promising a control in diamonds as
well as in spades, something like this:

Cue Bidding 2: Continue or sign off

Traps for the unwary                by Michael Byrne

click

link

´ J 8 7 6
™ A Q 10 3
t A 3
® 9 8 3

´ A 5 3
™ Q 8 7 6
t A 8 3 2
® 5 4

         West        East
         1™            3™

         4®            ?

´ A K J 7 6 5
™ A K Q 5
t Q 3
® A

         West        East
         2®            2t
         2´            3´

         4®            4t
         ?

It seems so obvious to show partner your
diamond control doesn’t it? After all you are
maximum for your limit raise (a good 9-11) and
have two aces, what more could partner want?

The answer is you must sign off in 4™ as by
skipping out the 3´ cue bid partner has denied a
control in spades and there is no chance of making
a slam.

Partner rates to hold a hand like this:

´ Q 4
™ K J 9 7 5 4 2
t K Q
® A K

The most important thing is to realise that when
there is no chance of a slam you should sign off
straight away and not lead partner down the garden
path. 

CUE-BIDDING THEN BLACKWOOD

Although cue bidding is an essential tool for slam
bidding once you have found a control in the suit
you are after you should then bid Blackwood and
get the auction back on a familiar footing.

You open 2® and show your spade suit with a
rebid, partner raises to 3´ suggesting a constructive
hand (5+ points with three or more spades) and you
cue bid 4®, partner pleases you by bidding 4t. At
this stage it is merely a question of 6´ or 7´, since
even if partner has the tK and nothing else you will
at worst be requiring trumps to come in facing three
small, a better than 50/50 chance. Rather than
carrying on torturing partner by bidding 4™ you
should take control and bid Blackwood. If partner
has the tA, queen of trumps and either king you
can take a shot at grand, otherwise 6´ will be your
destination. 
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In general once you have found out what you
need to know you should get off the cue bidding
roundabout straight away and avoid any further
problems. 

JUST AS A WORD OF WARNING

Famous cue- bidding disasters include 6NT with
a singleton facing a singleton and a grand slam with
a tenuous trump holding. Boris Schapiro was
famously quoted as saying his team mates were very
unlucky in bidding a grand slam in which the ace of
trumps was offside!

The final point about cue-bidding is that when
you can cue-bid below the level of your game
contract then you must do so to avoid double
crossing your partner. Cue-bidding above the safety
net of game requires a much better hand.

Compare and contrast these two sequences: 

The answer is no, you are well within your rights
to pass 4´. The point is that partner could have
carried on cue bidding if all he needed was a heart
control.  If he held a real powerhouse like this:

´ Q J 3
™ J 8 7 6
t K 4 3
® Q J 8

         West        East
         1™            3™

         3´            ?

´ J 8 7 6
™ K 4 3
t A J 8
® J 5 4

´ A K 10 5 4 2
™ A K 4 3
t Q J 5
® –

´ A K Q 10 5 4 2
™ Q J
t K Q 10
® A

         West        East
         1´            3´

         4®            4t
         4´            ?

The first hand looks horrible and you dredged up
3™ from the depths of the black lagoon due to your
ten points (advocates of the losing trick count will
no doubt recoil in horror and be reaching for the
green biro as we speak). Your first instinct is to sign
off in 4™ as quickly as possible, but having raised to
3™ you must see it through and cue bid 4t.
Otherwise if partner has this monster he will pass
‘knowing’ that there are two diamonds off and be
rightly aggrieved when a cold slam is missed:

On the second hand you have cue-bid 4t and

partner has signed off in 4´ indicating he lacks a

heart control. Are you obliged to carry on cue-

bidding even though this takes you to the 5-level? 

He could have either bid 5®, 5t or leapt to 5´ to
ask for a control in the unbid suit, all of which
would have forced you to bid a slam with anything
in hearts. 

His actual hand will be more consultative, where
he needs you to be suitable as well have something
in hearts, a slam is very unlikely with your balanced
heap of rhubarb.

The Dos and Don’ts of Cue-Bidding

Do use cue-bidding to identify weak suits, and
stay out of slams missing a control in any
given suit. 

Do remember that cue-bidding starts from
where you are on the bidding ladder, if
you have agreed spades with 3´ then the
lowest control is 4®, if you have agreed
hearts with 3™ then the lowest control is
3´.

Don’t hide a control from partner if you can
safely show it below the level of game.

Don’t bid past the level of game unless you have
the missing controls and you are suitable
for a slam for your bidding to date; always
err on the side of caution      r

Michael’s cue-bidding quiz is online, page 69

LOOK OUT FOR FAST
TRACK BRIDGE
COURSES

The course materials are
now ready – if you have
friends who would like to
learn, or you are a teacher,
there’s lots of info at
www.ebedcio.org.uk/ftb
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T
ERENCE JONES writes, ‘Is there any virtue in
the following (unorthodox) convention:

‘The suggestion is part of playing a Benji Acol
system with a 2NT opener as 20-22 points, a 2®
opener as 23-24 points or eight plus playing tricks
in an unspecified suit, and a 2t opener as a game
force with a 2™/2´ opener showing weak or
intermediate strength with a 6-card suit.

‘The ‘new part’ uses the 2™ opening in the
fourth seat to show 18-19 points and any shape.
Partner responds 2´, with less than seven points
and any other bid is forcing to game. A possible
variation would be to restrict the opening 2™, in
the fourth seat, to a flat hand with an 18-19 count.’

For all of these, construct some possible hands for
partner and think how the auction might go after
the artificial 2™ opening. I doubt you will find the
auction much easier as the 2™ bid has so little
definition.

Let’s look at the second suggestion (playing 2™ as
18-19 balanced in fourth seat) in more detail
because a related idea does have merit. The idea of
taking 18-19 balanced hands out of the 1-level
opening bids is not a new one: there’s a convention
sometimes called the ‘Mexican 2t’, seen
occasionally at expert level, which shows this hand
type in any position. Thinking of Q1 above, there
are two benefits from not opening 18-19 balanced at
the one level (in any position):

D It frees up the jump 2NT rebid to be artificial.
This can vastly improve slam bidding - you could
play 1minor – 1major – 2NT as a strong 4-card
raise, or put a range of difficult-to-bid strong
hands in the 2NT bid such as 3-card support for
partner together with a strong 6+ card holding
in the suit opened. 

Hand 1
´ A K J 10 9 7 3 
™ A K 5
t K 3
® 2

Developing a new convention

Your Questions Answered        by Frances Hinden

click

link

When you are thinking of playing a new convention
– whether invented yourself or seen elsewhere – you
need to ask yourself two questions:

Q1Does it have real benefit, and how do you make
best use of it?

Q2Do the gains make it worth giving up my
current use for the bid?

I don’t like the idea of opening 2™ on all 18-19
hands, whatever shape in fourth seat, because I
struggle to see any benefit. You establish a game
force opposite a positive reply immediately but you
only start to describe your hand at the 3-level rather
than the 1-level, just to tell partner how many high
cards you have. You will definitely be worse off
when partner is weak, because you can’t stop at the
1- or 2-level. Bidding distributional hands of this
strength the ‘standard’ way is not that difficult. Here
are some examples:

Hand 1 is an Acol Two in
spades – open 2® and rebid
2´, showing a powerful hand
with spades at the 2-level.

Hand 2
´ A 3 2 
™ 4
t A Q 7 2
® A K J 7 2

Hand 2 – open 1® and rebid
2t, showing 16+ points with
4-5 in the minors at the 2-level.

Hand 3
´ A 3 
™ K Q 3
t K 2
® A J 10 5 4 2

Hand 3 – open 1® and rebid
2NT, showing both long clubs
and a strong hand with stops in
the other suits.

Hand 4
´ 3 
™ A Q 10 5 2
t A K 10 3
® A Q 3

Hand 4 – open 1™ and rebid
2t (forcing) if partner bids
2®, otherwise rebid 3t over a
1´ or 1NT  reply.



Why not take advantage of Frances’s
expertise and send in your problem hands and
bids via the editor – lou@ebu.co.uk. If suitable,
Frances would be delighted to use them.
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D These hands can be difficult to show in
competition. It’s common to use 2NT artificially
and double as take-out by opener after two-level
intervention; these are useful tools on
distributional hands, which are more common
once everyone is bidding, but do make the 18-19
balanced hand hard to show. If partner knows
you can’t have this hand type it can make
competitive bidding easier.

To realise the first of these benefits you will need
to re-write your system after auctions starting 1x–1y
to include the new artificial 2NT rebid. If you only
play this in fourth seat, this is a lot of work (and
memory load) for the rare auctions that start with
three passes. In any case, both of these benefits are
less common when you open in fourth seat: you are
less likely to have a slam on when partner is a passed
hand, and you are (much) less likely to have a highly
competitive auction when both opponents have
also passed.  

Q2: What are you giving up? A natural 2™
opening. This is a genuinely useful bid in fourth seat
to show an intermediate two (maybe 9-13 HCP
with a six card suit). It’s immediately descriptive
and makes it harder for the opponents to come in
than over a 1™ opening. You are also giving up the
ability to play at the 1-level, if partner passes your
opening bid, or for partner to raise your opening
suit bid with a weak hand and a fit.

In conclusion, I wouldn’t play this because I don’t
think the benefits outweigh the costs. If I really
wanted to take 18-19 balanced out of my one-level
openings I would give up on Benji and play 2® as
game forcing (or strong balanced) and then either
play 2t 18-19 balanced and open Acol Two-bids at
the 1-level or play a multi 2t opening. And –
because of the extra memory load - I would play
this in every position, not just in fourth seat.

You shouldn’t take my word for any of this,
however. The best way to start answering the first
question above is to bid a lot of hands with your
partner (or even deal a lot of hands for yourself and
think how the auction might go). There are various
ways to do this: the easiest to use is probably Bridge
Base Online’s ‘partnership bidding’. You still won’t
know for certain if you are on to a winner until you
have played it over many hundreds (thousands?) of
real live hands: seen what happens when the
opponents bid, and seen how often you forget!

Finally, designing and playing new systems is fun.
Don’t worry about people who tell you ‘if it’s such a
good idea all the experts would be playing it’.
There’s some truth in that, but innovation is still
possible and anyway, if you and your partner (vital)
enjoy playing it and think it improves your personal
results then so what?           r

SEND IN YOUR PROBLEMS

WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert -
 isement in the magazine, it means that:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.

• They may choose to give Master Points in
accordance with EBU scales.

• These Master Points will be accepted and added
to player records.

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.

NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green
Points to Gold Points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.

LICENSED BRIDGE
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      ´  8 7 6
     ™  9 4 2
     t  10 5 2
     ®  Q J 8 7
                          ´  A K Q 3
                          ™  J 8 5 3
                       t  A K 6 4
                      ®  6

1 What would you bid  as East with this hand?

4 What do you do now?

Answer: You are worth some action and the best

chance to find a contract your way is via a take-

out double. With some defensive strength and a

trump trick or two, West might leave the double

in for penalties

Showing Count

Sleuth’s Quiz                            by Ron Klinger
click

link

    E/W Game. Dealer West

         West        North     East       South
         Pass          Pass         ?

    E/W Game. Dealer West

         West        North     East       South
         Pass          Pass         1t         2NT
         Pass          4®          ?

    E/W Game. Dealer West

         West        North     East       South
         Pass          Pass         1t         2NT
         Pass          4®          Dble       Pass
         4t            Pass         Pass        4™

         Pass          Pass         ?

 ´   A K Q 3
 ™   J 8 5 3
 t   A K 6 4
 ®   6

Answer: You should open 1t. If partner responds
1™ or 1´, you are good enough to jump to game
in partner’s suit. After 1t–1™ or 1t–1´, you
might even jump to 4®, a splinter raise, showing
enough strength to bid game with 4-card
support for responder and zero or one club. If
partner responds 2®, you are strong enough to
reverse with 2™, forcing to game after a 2-level
response. The other choice after 1t–2® is a 2NT
rebid, 15+ points, forcing to game, but this
appeals less, as 2NT is expected to be a balanced
hand.

2 What does South’s 2NT mean?

Answer: The unusual 2NT overcall normally shows
at least 5-5 in the two cheapest unbid suits. After
a major-suit opening 2NT is played for the
minors. After a 1t opening, most play it as at
least 5-5 in hearts and clubs.

3 What about North’s jump to 4®?

Answer: North figures to have 4+ clubs and possibly
a good passed hand. Given the vulnerability,
North might merely be suggesting a sacrifice.

5 What now?

Answer: You should pass. You have done as much as
you could reasonably do. You cannot guarantee
that you will defeat 4™ and doubling for one
down is generally a losing proposition.

West leads the t7, (4th highest) and this is what you
see:

N
W      E

S

Trick 1: t7 – 2 – K – Q.

6 What is the diamond position?

Answer: West might have tJ-9-8-7 or J-9-8-7-3 and

South tQ-3 or tQ bare.
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7 How can you find out which it is?

Answer: On the bidding, South is known to have at
least five hearts and five clubs and at most three
cards in the other suits. If you find out how many
spades partner has, that will tell you how many
spades South has.

A common agreement is that the play of a king
asks for count. East should play the ´K at trick 2:
five – ten – six. West’s ´10 (high-low with an
even number) not only tells you that West began
with four spades and South two, but the ten also
means that South has the ´J left. With J-10-x-x,
West would have played the ´J under the king.
Therefore, it is safe to cash a spade.

You play the ´Q: J – 2 – 7.

8 Should you play a diamond next? Or a third
spade?

Answer: Hardly. South has followed to two spades
and one diamond. South cannot have any more
cards in those suits. 

9 What should you play at trick 4?

Answer: If partner happens to have a club trick,
partner will always make it whatever you do. You
know partner has only one heart. Your heart
holding is in jeopardy. 

10 Can you foresee what declarer will do if you
play a spade or a diamond next?

Answer: South will ruff and cash two top hearts if
partner’s heart singleton is low. Finding the 4-1
break, South will cross to dummy and finesse
against your ™J. 

11 What can you do about that?

Here is the full deal from the final of a National
Team Selection match.

Answer: If East plays a spade or a diamond at trick
four, South ruffs and cashes the ™A, ™K,
followed by the ®3 to the ®Q and a heart return,
trapping East’s hearts - 10 tricks, +420.

At trick four, East should switch to the ®6. In
theory, South could win in dummy and take a
first round finesse in hearts, but that is highly
improbable. If South wins the club and plays ™A,
™K, the contract is one down. South cannot now
reach dummy to take the ™10 finesse.   r

´ 8 7 6
™ 9 4 2 
t 10 5 2
® Q J 8 7

´ 10 9 4 2 ´ A K Q 3
™ 7 ™ J 8 5 3
t J 9 8 7 3 t A K 6 4 
® 9 5 2 ® 6

´ J 5
™ A K Q 10 6
t Q
® A K 10 4 3

N
W      E

S

Ninety members of the
Weald of Kent’s Bridge
Club attended its 25th
Anniversary celebrations
in early September. As
well as playing bridge,
everyone enjoyed a
delicious afternoon tea
prepared by member
Cynthia Almrott.   The

event was organised by the club’s chairman, Val
Golding.

The club was started in October 1992 by local
landowner Ken Edwards and Tenterden
councillor Anne Thomas, who persuaded a few
friends to join. Since then, the club has grown
from strength to strength and now has 168
members. It meets on Monday evenings, and
Wednesday and Friday afternoons. 

WEALD’S 25TH ANNIvERSARY

Charles Read has decided
to stop playing duplicate
bridge! At the tender age
of 96, he played his last
game at the end of
August. Charles joined
Stowmarket Bridge Club
in the 1970s, and has been
playing ever since.
He will not be stopping

completely (phew), but will continue to play
afternoon Chicago. That is when he’s not visiting
his family in France, Luxembourg and the USA!
In the photo, Charles is cutting the cake which

was made to celebrate his many years at the club.

RETIRING FROM BRIDGE - WHAT?
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Playing teams, what do you open with the
South cards?

seems certain that West will hold all three club
honours to prefer this lead to partner’s suit. Play the
ace on this lead and hope that East has one!
Fortunately East contributes the nine, and you draw
trumps in three rounds, discarding hearts from
dummy and East throws a diamond on the third
round. What now?

This is where you have got to:

Cutting Communications

Heather’s Hints                      by Heather Dhondy

click

link

N/S Game. Dealer South.

             ´  J
             ™  J 7 4
            t  A J 2                   
            ®  A 7 6 5 3 2
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  A K Q 10 7 5 3
             ™  8
            t  Q 3
            ®  10 8 4

N
W      E

S

             ´  –
             ™  J
            t  A J 2                   
            ®  7 6 5 3 2
                 
                 
                 

             
             ´  10 7 5 3
             ™  8
            t  Q 3
            ®  10 8

N
W      E

S

         West        North     East       South
                                                     1´

         Pass          2®          2t         4´

         All Pass     

At this vulnerability, a four-level pre-empt seems
a little excessive, so begin with one spade. North
responds two clubs and East overcalls two
diamonds. What call do you make now?

Jump straight to 4´. Now that you know partner
has some values you want to be in game, and with a
stronger hand you would have bid 3´ (forcing).
Four spades becomes the final contract.

West leads the ®K. How do you plan the play?

The diamond finesse is certain to fail which
would give you four losers, however the key to
cashing these four defensive tricks will be the
communication between the two hands. Your first
decision is whether to win this opening lead. 

What do you make of this lead? When partner
overcalls, it is normal to lead their suit, so why has
West not done so? He must have a diamond, so it

If you play a club now, West will win and play a
diamond through dummy. East will then be able to
put West back on lead in hearts to cash the
remaining club and you will be one down. Similarly
if you take a diamond finesse, East will put West in
to cash two clubs, so what can you do about it? 

You must play a heart to ruin the defence’s
communication. Now if West wins and cashes clubs,
dummy’s clubs will be established to discard your
diamond from hand. If he switches to a diamond,
you can duck to East’s king, and you will be able to
throw a club away on the third diamond.

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby
Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers
by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in the
pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its
publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in
respect of claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are
in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress 
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This was the full deal:

´ J
™ J 7 4
t A J 2
® A 7 6 5 3 2

´ 8 6 4 ´ 9 2
™ K 10 6 3 2 ™ A Q 9 5
t 10 9 t K 8 7 6 5 4
® K Q J ® 9

´ A K Q 10 7 5 3
™ 8
t Q 3
® 10 8 4

N
W      E

S

HEATHER’S HINTS

• Consider the implications of the opening lead,
especially if the lead chosen is not their
partner’s overcalled suit. This is probably
either because they are void in partner’s suit,
or because they have a lead which is tempting
enough to over-rule partner, for example a
three-card honour sequence or a singleton.

• There are times when you know virtually
everything about the hand early on, as in this
case here. You know that the diamond finesse
will fail, that opponents almost certainly have
communication in hearts and that West has
two clubs to cash (if they are 2-2 there is no
problem with the contract in any case). In
such situations, logical thought should get you
to the right solution, if there is one. Here,
having drawn trumps, it was necessary to stop
and work through the various scenarios if you
played on each suit. By taking the time to go
through this process, you could see that only a
heart would prevent the defence from getting
to their four winners.                                      r

Four awards were presented at the Summer
Meeting for excellence in junior bridge, and for a
significant contribution to the teaching of young
players.

Young Player of the Year – Ben Norton

Young Pair of the Year
Stephen Kennedy & Michael Alishaw
The achievements of Ben, and of Stephen &

Michael, have been numerous. They have all been
mainstays of the junior international squads with
excellent results, helping their teams qualify for
the 2018 World Championships – and in
domestic bridge they have all won titles at major
EBU congresses.

The Alec Salisbury Award – Sarah Bell
This award recognises a school teacher who has

made a significant contribution to junior bridge.
Sarah Bell, of St Paul’s Girls School, was
instrumental in the establishment of the U16
squad, and in the success that came about so
quickly for the team. She has also established a
bridge club at the school and has contributed to
the development of the Junior Award Scheme.

The Tom Bradley Award – Jessica & Anton Mauve
Jessica & Anton Mauve have been key in the

burgeoning junior bridge scene in Kent, and were
presented with the Tom Bradley Award, which
recognises the ‘non-school-teachers’ who have
made a significant contribution to youth bridge.

AWARDS FOR JUNIORS & TEACHERS

       
     
       

         
        

       
       

         
           

is sought, and readers who have complaints should address
them to the advertiser, should consult a local Trading
Standards Office or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own
solicitors. Members should ensure when booking
holidays that they take suitable precautions to
protect their booking: check the company is part of
a relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out suitable
travel insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card.
Readers should note that prices advertised may not
be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations
or tax changes.
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Alot was written about 4th suit forcing as far
back as the 1950s – predominantly by a
leading theorist of the time, Norman Squire.

I do not propose to be too radical in my
interpretation – I will present the mainstream
version of 4th suit forcing but in the next article I
will bring it up-to-date with a more modern
approach.

The need for 4th suit forcing stems from the
simple fact that:

a After three suits have been bid in a natural
fashion, the odds of wanting to play the contract
in the remaining (4th suit) diminish drastically;

b There is often the need and desire to make a
‘forcing bid’ without having an easy, natural one
to make.

SIMPLE VERSION OF 4TH SUIT FORCING

The simple version of 4th suit forcing is to play
that after three suits have been bid naturally then a
bid of the 4th suit by either opener or responder
asks their partner to bid no trumps at an
appropriate level provided they hold a stopper in
the unbid (4th) suit. This is very sensible and
straightforward and allows hands such as the one
below to be developed sensibly after the auction
shown:

trump contract to protect this vital stopper at trick
one. Without playing 4th suit forcing this hand is
essentially unbiddable. There are many such hands.

CLASSICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
RESPONDER’S 4TH SUIT FORCING

First, the partnership has to bid three suits naturally
before 4th suit forcing comes into operation.

You must be able to handle partner bidding the
next level of no trumps with a minimum hand, so
you must not use 4th suit forcing unless you are
happy with the reply. In essence, this means that, as
responder, you need:

At 1-level – 10+ points
At 2-level – 11+ points

At 3-level – 12+ points (game forcing)

This ties in nicely with the general theory that a
new suit at the 3-level is forcing to game.

SLIGHTLY MORE ADVANCED VERSION

Whilst the desire to find a stopper in the key suit
to avoid any disasters is admirable, there are other
hand types which are difficult and need to employ
4th suit forcing to generate a forcing auction. The
person to introduce 4th suit forcing can be either
the opener or the responder depending on how the
auction maps out. Here is a typical example of bad
bridge I see at club level every single day:

´ K J 7 4 3
™ A 3
t K Q 9
® 4 3 2

Fourth Suit Forcing

If you could add one thing . . .     by Neil Rosen

click

link

     West        North     East       South
         1™            Pass         1´          Pass
         2t            Pass         ?

´ K Q 10 7 6 4
™ A 3
t K 9 6
® Q 2

     West        North     East       South
         1™            Pass         1´          Pass
         2®            Pass         ?Clearly just bidding no trumps might be

ridiculous. Partner may not have a club stopper and
you will almost certainly fail. Worse still, your
partner may hold something like K-x in clubs, and
you would much prefer partner to declare a no

So many, I repeat somany people jump to 3´ here
– hoping against hope that partner will bid on –
hoping it is forcing . . . 
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It is not! A jump to 3´ is purely invitational
showing about 10-11 HCPs and a good 6-card or
longer suit. Subtract the tK from our example and
you should then bid 3´ over 2®.

The solution is to bid 4th suit forcing (2t here),
then spades at the next opportunity – which would
be forcing to game.

Here are examples where you may wish to use 4th
suit forcing as responder:

1 When you need partner to hold a stopper in the
key 4th suit for no trump purposes;

2 When you wish to repeat your own suit in a
forcing manner. So, after 1™-1´, 2®-?

2´ = weak, 6-9 (ish) with 6+ spades

3´ = invitational, 10-11 (ish) with 6+ spades

2t, then 3´ = 12+ with 6+ spades and game
forcing.

3 A hand which wishes to support opener’s second
suit in a forcing manner. Consider the following
hand:

RAISING THE 4TH SUIT

´ K J 6 4
™ A 3
t K 9 6
® K Q 7 2

1™-1´, 2®-?

Do you just bash 3NT? Go on . . . admit it . . . I bet
you do! The problem is that it is an underbid (13-15
traditionally) – you might well be cold for 6®. But
if you raise to 4® instead, there is no way back to
3NT,  which is so very often the correct contract.

Solution – bid 4th suit forcing then support clubs
if appropriate. This shows a hand stronger than an
invitational bid:

After 1™-1´, 2®-?

3® = invitational, 10-12 points approx

After 1™-1´, 2®-2t, 
2NT-3® = game force with a club fit, but not

taking the partnership past 3NT.

4TH SUIT FORCING AT THE ONE-LEVEL

I prefer 1®–1t,  1™–1´ to still be 4th suit
forcing. I know some choose to play 1´ as natural
and 2´ as 4th suit forcing. It is a matter for
individual partnerships to decide but I find it often
leads to cramped auctions with much-needed
bidding space taken away when needed. 

     West        North     East       South
         1™            Pass         1´          Pass
         2®            Pass         2t         Pass
         3t

The classical approach to this bid is to use it as a
hand too good to limit. So it doesn’t actually show
or deny anything specific in diamonds. It simply
describes a good hand (usually 17+ points in
practice). Without this you may be stuck bidding
3NT on a good hand after 4th suit forcing and
missing a cold slam. For example:

´ 5 ´ A K J 4 3
™ A Q J 7 6 ™ K 8
t K J 3 t Q 6 2
® A K 8 5 ® Q 7 4

W      E

The auction could go:

1™-1´, 2®-2t, 3NT-Pass

But it would greatly benefit from showing opener’s
strength more elegantly:

1™-1´, 2®-2t, 3t-3NT, 4NT-6NT.

Without raising the 4th suit to show a really good
hand a jump to 3NT is really all that is left.
Responder cannot possibly imagine an 18-count so
a great slam will fall by the wayside.

By the way, after 1™-1´, the correct rebid is 2®
and not 3®. If opener jumps in a new suit this is
game forcing (typically 19+). Here an 18-count
with only 5-4 shape and a mis-fit with partner’s
spades indicates that 3® would be a distinct
overbid.

REPEATING THE 4TH SUIT - 
5TH SUIT FORCING

It is essential to realise that the opener has not
denied a stop in the 4th suit when they do not bid
no trumps after a 4th suit forcing bid. It simply asks
them to describe their hand further so showing the
shape will often take priority:

1™-1´, 2®-2t, 3®-3t

Here, 3® shows a 5-5 distribution, but does not
deny a diamond stop. The 3t bid by responder is
frequently referred to as 5th suit forcing, asking for
a diamond stop for no trumps.       r

Check you’ve got it - Neil’s online quiz is
on page 70
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Here is a deal about getting your ducks in a row:

The names of many animals have become
verbs in the English language. Obvious
examples are ram, duck, fox and hound.

(Your homework is to think of three more.)  Other
animal names, such as clam, squirrel and swan,
require a preposition when used as verbs. (Part II of
your homework is to name another three.) The
noun-verb animal with a connection to bridge is
duck – deliberately not playing a high card.  (Yes,
alright, you can have hog too, if you want.)

We use the same word, duck, for various plays by
both declarer and defender. A declarer might start
by playing low from both hands to retain control of
a trump suit such as ™A-7-5-3 opposite ™8-6-4-2.
Or he might duck once or twice to hold up his
stopper in a no-trump contract, to cut the defence’s
communications. A defender does this too, for
example ducking on the second round of his suit in
no-trumps, keeping his high card as an entry to his
winners. More usually a defender ducks when
declarer has played to a high honour in dummy and
the player in fourth seat declines to win the trick,
either to prevent declarer establishing a long suit in
an otherwise entryless dummy, or as a deceptive
measure, to mislead declarer as to the position of a
top card.

The Dutch use duik for both forms
of play, but don’t be deceived, duik
doesn’t mean duck, it means dive (the
Dutch for a duck is eend). The Danes
also use their word for dive: dyk. 

The French distinguish between the two plays,
saying coup blanc when declarer plays low from
both hands, and laisser passer when a high card is
allowed to win the trick.

If I were a tabloid journalist I would have no
qualms in telling you that the Chinese use the
phrases Peking Duck and Crispy Duck, but actually
the translation of the Chinese expression for a
bridge duck is ‘be patient’.

You know those hands where you underlead a

strong honour sequence with a very low card at
trick one, hoping that partner will win and give you
a ruff? Something like this, where spades are trumps
and West has a void diamond:

Duck or Grouse
Bridge with a Twist                 by Simon Cochemé

click

link

Love All. Dealer West. 
´ Q 9 5 2
™ A Q 5 
t J 9 2
® 6 4 2

´ 9 7 6 4 3 ´ K J
™ 7 4 3 2 ™ 10 9 8
t K 6 4 t A 8 7 3 
® 9 ® A 10 8 7

´ A 10
™ K J 6
t Q 10 5
® K Q J 5 3

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S
® A K Q J 8 3 

® 10 4 

® 9 6 5 

® 7 2

West leads the ®3. Declarer is caught napping
and plays the ®4 – an ugly duckling,
perhaps, or a lame duck! A surprised East
wins the trick with the ®9, recovers his
composure, and gives West the diamond ruff. 

         West        North     East       South
                                        1t         1NT
         Pass          2®          Pass        2t
         Pass          3NT        All Pass
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honour, and partner’s jack will then make a trick. In
the second, declarer might waste a valuable entry
back to hand to repeat the finesse. The greatest thrill
of all comes from ducking a finesse with king-
doubleton. It will work, trust me, so long as your
heart isn’t beating so loudly that declarer can hear
it. Don’t chicken out; it will give you something to
crow about.              r

West led the t4 against South’s 3NT, and it went
to the two, ace and five. East returned the t3 to the
ten, king and nine, and South won the third round
with his queen. 

Declarer realised that East was certain to hold the
®A, so he crossed to dummy twice in hearts to lead
clubs towards his hand. East ducked twice and West
showed out on the second round. South’s only
remaining chance was that East held a singleton ´K.
Nope. One down.

Declarer bemoaned his luck. ‘I
needed another entry to dummy,’ he
said, ‘to play a third club.’

‘Maybe you shouldn’t duck the second diamond.’
suggested his partner. ‘If you play the queen, you
can win the third round in dummy.’

‘If he plays the queen, I can duck.’ said West,
‘Then I win the third round to stop him getting to
dummy.’

‘Actually, I think it is the first round that you
shouldn’t duck.’ said East. ‘What if you play the
queen under my ace? That way you can guarantee
an entry to dummy.’ 

‘Or maybe you should have ducked the first trick,’
West told his partner. ‘Give him his diamond
stopper at once.’

‘Well, that works on this layout,’ replied East, ‘but
it would give him two stops if you swap his queen
and your king.’

‘He’s right about not ducking the first trick,’ said
North. ‘But not from your hand – from dummy.
What if you play the t9 from dummy? Now East
has to play the ace, and you can unblock the queen.’

‘Too many ducks,’ complained South. ‘My head
hurts.’

‘Did you know that there are more collective
nouns for ducks than any other species?’ said West,
who was something of an ornithologist. ‘There’s a
raft, a plump, a sword and a paddling. I can’t
remember the others; you’ll have to look them up.’

You can get great pleasure, and possibly a good

score, from ducking a trick as a defender. Maybe

you hold the ace and dummy has K-Q-10, or you

hold K-x-x and dummy holds A-Q-J. In both these

positions a (smooth) duck can fox declarer. In the

first, he might play towards dummy’s other top

The National Finals of the Inter-County Leagues
took place at Coventry Bridge Club in early July.
Congratulations to Cambs & Hunts (pictured)
who won the A final, with their first appearance
in the final for many years. Manchester won the B
Division final, and Hertfordshire pipped
Gloucestershire on a split tie for the C Division
title. Pictured are the Cambs & Hunts team (L to
R: Nadia Stelmashenko, Catherine Curtis, Tim
Pike, Paul Fegarty, Paul Barden, David Kendrick,
Simon Barb, Victor Milman).

NATIONAL INTER-COUNTY LEAGUE

Paul Walker & Frank Wharton (pictured)
triumphed in the main Championship Pairs at
the Summer Seniors Congress held in early July.
David Patterson & Paula Hopkinson came
second. The B Final was won by Margaret
Eddleston & Bernard Eddleston. 
The final day’s Swiss Teams was won by Celia

Oram, Derek Oram, Dee Lindon & Peter Lindon.
They were the only undefeated team in the
competition.

SUMMER SENIORS CONGRESS
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CALENDAR
OF EvENTS

n OCTOBER 2017
2-5 British Autumn Sims, various clubs
7-8 Gold Cup Finals, YCBC, London
9-15 Bridge Overseas Autumn Congress,

Halkidiki, Greece
20 Really Easy Afternoon - various venues
20-22 Autumn Congress, Wokefield Park Hotel,

near Reading
27-29 Really Easy Weekend, Warwick Hilton
28-29 Malvern Congress, Upper Tything
28-29 Lancashire Congress, Bolton & Blackburn
28-29 Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells

n NOvEMBER 2017
3-5 Seniors Congress, Wokefield Park Hotel,

near Reading
3-5 North East Congress, Gateshead
4-5 Premier League, 3rd w-e, Solihull
9-11 European Champions Cup, Riga, Latvia
18-19 Tollemache Qualifier, The St Johns Hotel,

Solihull
25-26 Middlesex Congress, Barnet

n DECEMBER 2017
16-17 Junior Channel Trophy, Belgium
16-17 Teltscher Trophy Trials, West Midlands BC,

Solihull
27 Really Easy Afternoon, various venues
27-30 London Year End Congress
28-30 Northern Year End Congress

n JANUARY 2018
5-7 Midland Counties Congress, Solihull
5-7 Camrose Trophy, Northern Ireland
8-11 British Winter Sims - Various clubs
12-15 European Open Trials, YCBC, London
20-21 National Point-a-Board Teams, YCBC,

London
26-28 Lady Milne Trials, YCBC, London

n FEBRUARY 2018
1-7 Bridge Overseas Budapest Congress
3-4 Senior European Trials, Solihull
10-11 Tollemache Final, The St Johns Hotel,

Solihull
13-19 Commonwealth Nations Championships, 

Gold Coast, Australia
16-18 Harrogate Spring Congress, Cairn Hotel,

Harrogate
16-18 Junior Camrose/Peggy Bayer, Holiday Inn,

Coventry
17-23 European Winter Games, Monte Carlo
24-25 Ranked Masters Pairs, The St Johns Hotel,

Solihull
25 Masters Pairs, regional venues

ALLFREY & ROBSON RETAIN
PLAYER OF THE YEAR

CHAMPIONSHIP
Alexander Allfrey and Andrew Robson are joint winners
of the 2016/17 Player of the Year Championship, a title they
also jointly won in 2015/16. They won the Swiss Pairs at the
Summer Meeting, and were part of the victorious team in
the Spring Foursomes and Premier League. Mike Bell was
third, and David Bakhshi was fourth. 

The full list of those who won points, and details of the
2017/18 competition are at https://tinyurl.com/pm75oyt

As the Devonshire Park complex is undergoing extensive
refurbishment in 2018, the Summer Meeting cannot be
held in Eastbourne. Instead we will be holding a one-off
Summer Festival between 3rd and 19th August 2018. The
main weekend competitions will be held at the Royal
National Hotel in London, including:

D 3-5 August – Swiss Pairs Championship 

D 17-19 August – Four Stars Swiss Teams Championship

There will also be one day Swiss Pairs in London on the
18th & 19th August.

The main midweek competitions will provisionally be
held on 6th-7th and 15th-16th August at  multiple venues
(locations TBC), including a London venue so you can
easily combine playing in these competitions and the
weekend events.

No Seniors competitions will be held during this
fortnight, but new Seniors competitions have been added
to the Scarborough Summer Congress in July 2018.

Details of the Really Easy Congress in the summer of
2018 are still being finalised.

Look out for more Festival details as they become available. 

SUMMER FESTIvAL 2018

COMPETITION NEWS

TW
OYEARS

RUNNING

Although the refurbishment of Devonshire Park in 2018
will affect the Summer Meeting, the Summer Seniors
Congress will still take place in Eastbourne, using the
facilities at the tennis centre.

2018 SUMMER SENIORS CONGRESS



Overseas Congress
1 – 7 February

Hilton Hotel, Budapest

www.ebu.co.uk

London
Year-End Congress

27 – 30 December
Royal National Hotel, London

Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members 

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS

8 – 11 Jan          British Winter Sim Pairs
6 – 7 Feb           Bridge England Sims
12 – 15 Mar     Club Stratified Sims
9 – 12 Apr         British Spring Sim Pairs

30 Apr – 3 May EBED Spring Sim Pairs
23 – 6 July               British Summer Sim Pairs
3 – 7 Sep                   EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
31 Sep – 4 Oct        British Autumn Sim Pairs

All events are Green Pointed unless stated

Seniors Congress
3 – 5 November

Wokefield Park, near Reading

Championship Pairs
Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs –BP

Blackpool
Year-End Congress

28 – 30 December
Hilton Hotel, Blackpool

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs

Really Easy Afternoon (several
venues)  – BP

Autumn Congress
20 – 22 October

Wokefield Park, near Reading

Two Stars Pairs
Swiss Pairs

Multiple Teams
Really Easy Afternoon –BP

Formerly part of the National
Teams Congress

Enhanced Green Points

National 
Point-a-Board Teams

20 – 21 January
Young Chelsea Bridge Club

Player of
the Year

Player of
the Year

BP –Blue Pointed

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Open Pairs –BP

Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs –BP
Pivot Teams –BP

5-day Really Easy Congress –BP

2018 SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS – Bonus Blue Points
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

OCTOBER 2017
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  E/W Game                ´  A 7

       Dealer West               ™  J 2

                                        t  A K 10 8 4 3

       (Berg)                        ®  8 6 5

   2.  E/W Game                ´  7

       Dealer South             ™  Q

                                        t  A K J 5

       (Chen)                       ®  A K 10 8 7 3 2

       * South opens 2™, weak, both majors

   3.  N/S Game                 ´  A 10

      Dealer West               ™  8

                                        t  A K Q 10 5

       (Papak)                  ®  8 7 6 5 4

   4.  Love All                    ´  A K Q

       Dealer East                ™  10 9 8 4

                                        t  K Q 6

       (Michielsen)               ®  Q 10 8

   * North overcalls 3®, natural

   5.  N/S Game                ´  Q 9 8 7 5 2

       Dealer West               ™  K J 8 7

                                        t  J 8 2

       (McGann)                  ®  –

       

   6.  Love All                     ´  7

       Dealer East                ™  Q 8 6 2

                                        t  J 7 5 2

       (Grude)                     ®  J 8 5 4

Did you beat the experts? – Page 48

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

OCTOBER 2017
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  E/W Game                ´  K Q

       Dealer West               ™  K Q 7

                                        t  Q 9

       (Kristofferson)            ®  A K 10 9 7 4

   2.  E/W Game                ´  A K Q 8 6

       Dealer South             ™  A 10 6

                                        t  Q 7 4 2

       (Zhao)                       ®  4

       * South opens 2™, weak, both majors

   3.  N/S Game                 ´  K J 8 3

      Dealer West               ™  A K Q J 9 5 3 

                                        t  –

       (Filios)                    ®  3 2

   4.  Love All                    ´  10 7 6 4

       Dealer East                ™  A K 6 3   

                                        t  J 10 5 3 2

       (Wortel)                     ®  –

   * North overcalls 3®, natural

   5.  N/S Game                ´  A K 3  

       Dealer West               ™  3

                                        t  A 10

       (Hanlon)                    ®  A K Q 7 5 4 2

       

   6.  Love All                     ´  A K J 6 5   

       Dealer East                ™  A K 10 7 4 

                                        t  A K Q

       (Johansen)                 ®  –

Did you beat the experts? – Page 48
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Robin says, ‘High card points cannot be the perfect
answer for the strength of a hand, even a balanced
hand. It is inevitable that some 11 HCP are just
better than some 12 HCP and so players will open
1NT 12 – 14 on such 11 HCP hands and will pass on
some 12 HCP hands. It is nevertheless proper to
disclose the 1NT bid as 12 – 14.’

Gordon Rainsford replied, ‘Your opponents have no
recourse for such a misbid, which usually (as here)
damages the inadvertent perpetrator more than
their opponents. Note that this is not a psyche
because it is not deliberate. Had you noticed sooner
(before your partner called) you might well have
been allowed to correct it to your intended 1™.

Ask Robin                         Compiled by Robin Barker

click

link

Announcements, mistakes & unplayed boards

Chris Seddon wrote, ‘A number of players at
my local club are playing 12-14 weak no
trump. Some of the players are

occasionally making this bid on 11 HCPs with
good intermediates and not bidding 1NT with 12
with poor intermediates. The same is happening
at the high end with an occasional 15 HCP
opening 1NT and some 14 HCP hands not being
bid as 1NT. All these bids are announced as 12-14.
Opinions seems divided on whether this is
reasonable practice. The Blue Book is not very
clear on the subject. I would appreciate
clarification on this.’

Areader asked,  ‘We played a session at the
club that had to be restarted after a
Bridgemate issue. This resulted in the

restarted session going over time. The director
decided to abandon the last two rounds.

‘He requested we all enter ‘passes’ for the last
boards. I presumed he would then return to
EBUScore, and correct those inputs - my guess
was 50/50 (though perhaps 60/60 would be more
appropriate?)

‘What IS the correct way for this to be handled
(the scoring)?’

R
oy Ward wrote, ‘Could you please give me
some guidance on the ruling for the
described incident. During the bidding

process I unintentionally bid 1´ (I did have four
small spades) when I intended to bid 1™ (I had
six). I did not realise my mistake until the opening
lead with the opposition playing in 2®. On
completion I apologised to everyone for my
mistake. At this point the opposition wanted the
director to be called to adjust the score as they said
the incident made them miss a contract of 4´ (4´
was in fact going one off). On seeing they had
achieved 63% on the Bridgemate they let the
matter pass.

‘I feel I misled my partner as much as the
opposition and that the opposition were not
entitled to any adjustment. I would appreciate
your views on this matter.’

Robin says, ‘Requiring the unplayed boards to be
scored as Passed Out is wrong. There is nothing in
Law 12 (Directors’ Discretionary Powers) that
allows the TD to assign a real bridge result on a
board that had not been played.

There are two aspects to what should have
happened: what should go in the Bridgemates; and
what should go in the scoring program.

If an individual table had run out of time to play
the last board, then the board should be scored as
some sort of 60/60, 50/50, 40/40. If they ran out of
time because the whole event had started late then
they are not a fault and the score should be 60/60. If
they ran out of time because they played slowly on
earlier boards in the round then they are partially at
fault and the score should be 50/50. (The TD can
enter these scores in the Bridgemates or directly in
the scoring program.)

But this is not what happened. By cancelling the
last two rounds (at every table), the TD is changing
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the movement, so that those rounds are no longer
scheduled to be played. Nothing should go in the
scoring program, the lines on the travellers for those
rounds should be left blank. EBUScore will just
score the event based on the results from the rounds
that were played.

Which brings us back to: what should go in the
Bridgemates? Clearly nothing needs to be entered in
the Bridgemates – just make sure that all scores for
rounds that have been played have been entered.
Before the Bridgemates are used again they can be
reset.

If the TD wants to get the Bridgemates to ‘End of
Session’, the players could be instructed to enter
‘Not Played’ for all the boards in the last two
rounds. This is a proper use of ‘Not Played’ because
the scheduled movement had changed.

Ros Brandon asked for advice on the

following, ‘West doubles 3t for take-out,

and East chooses to leave the double in as a

penalty double. I believe that East should still alert

the double, even though West intended a non-

alertable double. NS were unhappy at not making

their contract and blamed the failure to alert.’

Gordon replied, ‘Alerting is based on a partnership’s
agreements about a call and not on a player’s
intended actions in response to it. So a take-out
double of a suit bid should not be alerted even if the
player is intending to pass it for penalties. There is
always the possibility that a take-out double might
be converted for penalties, but that does not mean
the double is not for take-out and I do not think
your NS pair have any cause for complaint.  r

Robin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief

Tournament Director. He is editor of

the White Book and looks forward to

answering your questions. Please email

him – robin@ebu.co.uk.

The author, English Bridge and the EBU are

not responsible if the information provided is

incorrect or incomplete.

The Crockfords Cup has been won by the Sinclair
team of Dennis Bilde, Simon Cope (capt), Anita
Sinclair, Peter Crouch & Zia Mahmood (plus
Glyn Liggins, not pictured, who played in the
early rounds). They prevailed by a single victory
point in the closely contested eight team final.

The Sinclair team finished on 93 VPs from their
seven matches, with the Barton team of Mark
Moran (capt), Hugh McGann, Rory Boland, Tom
Hanlon, Tommy Garvey & John Carroll on 92
VPs. There was a tie for third place on 77 VPs
between the Jagger team and Mossop team.

This was a first victory in the event for all of the
Sinclair team bar Peter, who also won in 2012.

Matches were shown on Funbridge Live, and
can be viewed again through the archive feature.

CROCKFORDS PLATE

CROCKFORDS CUP

The Crockfords Plate - the consolation
competition for those beaten in the early rounds
of the Cup - was won by Ian Reissmann, Andrew
Murphy, Steve Eginton, Tim Rees, Mike Perkins &
Chris Cooper (Chris not pictured). They finished
on 93 VPs, with the team of Peter Lee, Ingar
Hansen, David Burn & Arun Suri in second place
on 90 VPs.
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Brandishing two new partnerships and one
reformed partnership, England’s crusade for
the Venice Cup began. We were a unique

team – each pair was playing a different system.
Sally Brock and I, Fiona Brown, were armed with 2
over 1, Catherine Draper and Nicola Smith were
rigged with the Strong NT and Nevena Senior and
Sandra Penfold arrived with Acol gunpowder! Our
commanders in charge were Derek Patterson and
his right hand man David Burn (see photo, p39).  

Prior to the event, held in Lyon, Nicola travelled
North in England. It wasn’t to see her beloved
Liverpool play football but to partake in intensive
bidding sessions with Catherine. These would last
six hours a day. I work full time but Sally found an
app called uBid which allowed us to practise all day
via phones and then continue through the evening
in the BBO training rooms. Nevena spent the
summer in Bulgaria, but she and Sandra were on
BBO every other day with free roaming allowing
them to discuss hands at length.

The qualifier was a round robin played over seven
days against 21 teams. Three hundred and thirty six
boards would decide if we could make the top eight
and reach the quarter finals.  

Our first match was against pre-tournament
favourites France. David’s advice was to unleash our
arrows because the French have never forgiven us

for Agincourt.  A 15 IMP victory over France was a
good beginning. The deal above is an interesting
board played against USA1.

Sally Brock drew all the clues she needed from the
bidding to execute an endplay. She ducked the ®Q
lead and won the next club. She drew trumps in two
rounds and ruffed dummy’s last club. The heart
overcall marked West with the queen so Sally knew
to avoid the heart finesse. She cashed the ace and
king of hearts, then played the ™J, allowing West to
win the ™Q, pitching a diamond from dummy. West
was left with no good choice – cash the tA and
promote declarer’s tK, or give a ruff and discard.

At the other table Catherine Draper chose not to
overcall with West’s poor heart suit and the contract
failed when declarer took the heart finesse.

There was also a fierce battle for this board
against the Dutch:

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ K 10 9 5 3
™ A 5 
t 7 4 3
® 7 4 3

´ 8 6 ´ 7 4
™ Q 8 7 6 4 ™ 10 9 3
t A Q t J 9 8 5 
® Q J 9 2 ® K 10 6 5

´ A Q J 2
™ K J 2
t K 10 6 2
® A 8

N
W      E

S

E/W Game. Dealer West. 
´ 8 5
™ Q 7 6 4 3 2 
t Q 7 6
® 10 7

´ K Q J 10 7 2 ´ A 6
™ – ™ J 8
t K 9 5 3 t A J 10 8 4 2 
® A Q 9 ® 6 4 2

´ 9 4 3
™ A K 10 9 5
t –
® K J 8 5 3

N
W      E

S

         West        North     East       South
Shi Brown Palmer Brock

                                        Pass        1®

         1™            Dble1       Pass        3t2

         Pass          4™3         Pass        4´

         All Pass

         1 4 or 5 spades
         2 18-19 with 4 spades
         3  re-transfer

Silver triumph at Venice Cup
Women’s World Championships by Fiona Brown

click

link
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Two grand slams bid on one deal! Catherine
found the good save in 7™ which would have been 
-800 instead of -1430 but the Dutch decided to risk
the spade grand slam. The double from Nicola was
a Lightner double suggesting an unusual lead. Not
easy for Catherine, but she correctly deduced that
her partner had a void in diamonds which was the
only lead to beat the slam. 

After seven days the dust settled and we had
finished 6th. Sweden won the round robin.  Russia
finished third in the qualifier and had the choice of
playing England or Poland. They chose us as their
quarter final opponents. We hit the ground
running. 

BETTER SLAM FINDS

Unfortunately the team’s secret weapon  had been
leaked (not literally) to Russia. We were unaware
that lavender had become a non-grata substance in
Russia, but before the match commenced Sally and
I were marched to the bathroom by the director and
ordered to wash off our expensive scent which was
offending our opponents. We thought our well-
worn three-day-old EBU shirts would be more
offensive but we did as we were told. 

With or without the lavender, after a very close
match, we edged it by 21 IMPs. 

THE SEMI-FINALS AGAINST SWEDEN

Word of Lavendergate had spread to Sweden. We
received a polite letter from the Swedes requesting
that we refrain from using any strong fragrances.
We would have to make do without the lavender
again! Nicola had a cunning plan. She intended to
apply lavender to her navel which wouldn’t offend
anyone but would still provide her with special
powers. 

Playing N/S, Nevena and Sandra showed excellent
judgement, reaching 6t on the first board above
and then 7NT on the following board. The Russians
played in 7t –1 and 6´. The two boards gained
England 27 IMPs.

Now it is a little known fact that the English
Ladies Team have a secret weapon at their disposal
– Nicola Smith’s lavender oil. Before each match
Nicola douses each of her teammates liberally with
the magic oil and frankly the results speak for
themselves. Two medals in two previous Venice
Cups. Would the lavender oil be able to secure a
third consecutive medal for England? 

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ 7 6 3
™ A 9 
t A K 7 4 3
® A K 8

´ A K J
™ Q 10 8 7 6
t Q J 10 6 2
® –

N
W      E

S

Love All. Dealer South. 
´ Q 9
™ A K J 8 
t A J 7
® A K 4 2

´ A K 6 5 3 2
™ 6
t Q 3 2
® Q 9 3

N
W      E

S

Love All. Dealer South. 
´ 7 6
™ K Q J 9 8 7 5 
t 8
® A Q 4

´ A Q 8 3 2 ´ J 10 4
™ A ™ 3 2
t K J 6 5 3 t 10 7 4
® 9 3 ® K 10 8 6 5

´ K 9 6
™ 10 6 4
t A Q 9 2
® J 7 2

N
W      E

S

       West       North        East            South
       Tichá       Draper        Van Zwol     Smith
       1´           Pass           3t1             3™

       6´           7™             7´               Dble
       All Pass

           1 natural, invitational, 8-11 points

       West       North        East            South
       Brock       Andersson   Brown          Bertheau
                                                          Pass
       1´           4™             Pass            Pass
       Dble        Pass           4´               All Pass

    West            North       East            South
    C Rimstedt    Draper       Grönkvist     Smith
                                                           Pass
    1´                4™             All Pass

Sweden are a very young and aggressive team but
on several boards the English golden girls outbid
them. This is one of the boards where Sally showed
her spritely spirit. Unwilling to pass out 4™ she
doubled for take out, allowing her partner to pass
with a defensive hand or bid with a suitable hand.
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With little defence values I bid 4´. The defence
started with a diamond ruff but with the ®A and
´K on side Sally had no difficulty making 10 tricks
for +620 and an 11 IMP gain, when 4™ failed in the
other room.

After a few ups and down England defeated
Sweden by 22 IMPs. Beating Sweden, the round
robin winners, was a marvellous achievement for
the team. It meant we had secured a silver medal.
But there was still one last battle to be fought.

England and China had reached the finals. China
are a full-time professional team. They are paid to
play bridge 300 days a year and it includes extensive
coaching. They are sleek, polished and they like
lavender. We needed some luck and were fortunate
to have lots of good looking Irish lads on call to give
Sally and me some lucky Irish kisses. And on this
board the luck rubbed off:

During the finals, the bridge was played in a very
friendly fashion. There were no director calls, a
couple of small infractions were sorted out amongst
the players and we had a lot of banter with the
Chinese. Wang Wenfei  was very tempted to join the
English team if we could find her a good looking
English boyfriend – she thought our captain Derek
was lovely but she’s looking for a young panther
rather than a silver fox. 

After 11 days and 512 boards it was an anti-
climax to finish second. However we had won Gold
at the European Championships last year, now
Silver in the Venice Cup and this meant the team
had won medals in three consecutive Venice Cups in
addition to a Gold in the World Bridge Games in
2008 and 2012.

A lot of other positives came out of the event:

David mastered the Uber app and has a new
favourite pastime watching Uber cabs ‘beetling’
along. 

Irish kisses really are lucky but don’t prevent
trumps breaking 5–0 in two very good slams. 

Lavender oil definitely secures medals and the
EBU should now make a decision to distribute it to
all English teams in the future. 

Not everyone shared our view that the English
ladies are very good at singing Annie’s Song . . . 

One last piece of advice, when in France, if you
are offered andouillette sausage – say ‘NO’!   r 

Love All. Dealer South. 
´ A 5
™ 4 
t J 10 9 5 4
® A Q 7 4 2

´ J 9 8 3 ´ Q 7 4 2
™ Q 8 7 6 2 ™ 9 5 3
t 8 6 2 t A K 7
® 10 ® K 9 5

´ K 10 6
™ A K J 10
t Q 3
® J 8 6 3

N
W      E

S

       West       North        East            South
       Brock       Wang         Brown          Shen
                                                          1NT1

       Pass         2´2            Pass            2NT3

       Pass         3™3            Pass            3NT
       All Pass

       1 14-16,   2 clubs,   3 fit for clubs,  4 shortage

Sally was on lead and decided that given South
had bid 3NT opposite the known shortage, despite
the club fit, declarer did not fear a heart lead. She
elected to lead spades and our partnership
agreement is to lead the 9 from J-9-8-x.  With
careful defence declarer is unable to make nine
tricks. This was the only time in the Venice Cup and
the Bermuda Bowl that 3NT was beaten on this
hand.  Well done Sally.

+           =
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England’s Women have catapulted back to the
top of the World Bridge Federation’s
Women’s league table. Nicola Smith, who

started accumulating  WBF masterpoints in 1975 at
the European Team Championships, and whose
first Venice Cup was in 1981, is NUMBER ONE.

Sally Brock, whose entry onto the international
scene was in 1978 at the World Championship Pairs,
is Number 3. 

Nevena Senior is now ranked 8th, having started
at the 1987 European Team Championships. 

Fiona Brown has risen quickly to number 11 after
her international debut at the 2006 World
Championships. Similarly, Catherine Draper is also
a relatively recent arrival having played in the 2008
European Team Championships. She is number 28.

Sandra, who has played fewer WBF registered
events, is number 70.

Catherine Draper also
became a World Grand
Master during the
Venice Cup and is seen
here with her
certificate. Many
congratulations to her
from English Bridge.

England’s Womens team during the venice Cup. From left to right: Derek Paterson (NPC), Nevena Senior, Catherine Draper,
Sally Brock, Nicola Smith, Sandra Penfold, David Burn (Coach) and Fiona Brown
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GLORIES FOLLOW ON FROM VENICE CUP TRIUMPH

THE SILVER MEDAL
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prospects look good with clubs offering two extra
tricks by force. Only one further trick will be
needed, and this could be achieved if West has the
tK by playing the tQ from dummy at trick one.

However, if the diamond finesse fails, then East
can cash the ®A to defeat you. Is there another
chance?  You may be a little suspicious that West has
led a diamond despite your partner’s 2t response.
It is in fact quite likely that the tJ is a singleton in
which case you should win the tA at trick one, and
may then feel the need to draw trumps. Sadly this
will still leave you a trick short, but have you noticed
that dummy is relatively short in hearts? 

You can take advantage of this if you win tA,
then play the ™5 to ™K and follow up with the ™A.
You can now lead ™9 and trump in the dummy.  Just
be careful to notice that you have five top trumps in
your hand so there is no need to take any risks.
Trump the ™9 with the ´K and you can now draw
the opponents’ trumps before turning your
attention to clubs.

The good news is that diamonds offer the chance
to win two extra through length. The bad news is
that West’s club lead may allow the defenders to win
the first five tricks. Your only hope is to find West
with the ®A, so take a deep breath and try the ®K
at trick one.  When it holds you turn to diamonds.
As long as they do not split 4-0 it should be easy to
win all five diamonds, so you cash the tK.

Have you spotted any problems yet? Be careful
you do not win the fourth diamond with dummy’s
t7, and find yourself stranded from your last
diamond in hand.  In order to win the fourth round
of diamonds with the t5 in your hand, you need to
keep the t4 in the dummy.  You should therefore
win the first diamond with the tK, lead the t6 to
tQ and when you cash the tA, you must throw the
t7 from dummy.  You can now win the t5 in hand
and then play the t3 for your ninth trick.  

Heffalump Traps                      by David Bakhshi

Hand 1 ´ K 7
™ 6 5
t A Q 8 5 4 2
® Q 10 7

´ 6 3 2 ´ 8 4
™ Q J 8 7 4 2 ™ 10 3
t J t K 10 9 6 3
® 9 5 3 ® A 8 6 4

´ A Q J 10 9 5
™ A K 9
t 7
® K J 2

Hand 2 ´ A K 2
™ A Q 6 4
t K 7 6 4
® K 6

´ 9 5 4 ´ Q J 10 8
™ J 7 ™ K 10 9 5 3
t J 9 8 t 10
® A Q 8 5 4 ® J 10 2

´ 7 6 3
™ 8 2
t A Q 5 3 2 
® 9 7 3

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

You are in 3NT, and West leads the ®5.  How
would you plan to make your contract?
As is often the case, your 1NT response has left

you declaring a 3NT contract from the weaker
hand. You have enough points to try and make
game, but there are only six top tricks available.

You are in 6´ after partner replied 2t to your
1´ opening. The tJ is led. How do you plan the
play?

Your match has only just started and you
immediately find yourself in a slam contract. If your
opponents in the other room are playing a game
contract then there may be a chance to take an early
lead. You have nine top tricks (6´, 2™, and 1t), and

Answers from
page 8

click

link
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You are in 3NT. West leads the ™6, and East
plays the ™J. How do you plan your play?

When dummy is tabled, you are glad to see that
you have plenty of points, and that dummy has a
long suit, yet nine tricks are still not guaranteed.
You have seven top tricks (2´, 3t, and 2®) and
could even make an overtrick if diamonds split
evenly since you would then have two winners
through length in addition to at least one trick in
hearts.

Hand 3 ´ K 6 4
™ 8 4
t A Q 7 5 3
® A 9 4

´ Q 10 8 2 ´ J 3
™ A 10 7 6 3 ™ J 9 2
t 10 4 t J 8 6 2
® 8 3 ® Q J 10 6

´ A 9 7 5
™ K Q 5
t K 9
® K 7 5 2

Hand 4 ´ 9 3
™ A 6
t A K J 6 3
® Q 9 4 2

´ A 10 8 2 ´ Q J 6 5
™ K Q 10 7 3 ™ J 9 5 4 2
t 8 2 t Q 10 5
® 10 5 ® 8

´ K 7 4
™ 8
t 9 7 4
® A K J 7 6 3

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

East follows with the ™J and your first decision is
whether to win this trick. If you choose not to win,
then East will return a heart which West should
duck, leaving you in trouble if hearts split 5-3 and
either opponent wins another trick before you have
achieved your target.

So, you win the ™Q (or ™K) and need to make
just one extra trick from diamonds.  As long as they
do not split 5-1 or 6-0 then you should be fine.

You could cash the tK then cross to the tQ and
play the tA.  However, when West discards, East
will be poised to win the next diamond with the tJ
and fire back a heart allowing West to win four
more tricks.

Can this be avoided?  You should be prepared to
lose a diamond trick, but only to West, since West
cannot lead hearts again without allowing you to
win a trick with your remaining heart honour.  You
should therefore plan to lead diamonds from the
dummy.  Try crossing to the ´K, then lead the t3.
When East plays low, simply insert the t9.  West
will win this trick with the t10, but you can win any
return, cash the tK, then cross to the ®A to cash
dummy’s last three diamonds.

You are in 5®, and West leads the ™K.  How
would you plan to make your contract?

Though you would prefer to be in 3NT, your
partner has left you with the more challenging task
of making a 5® contract. Failure to do is likely to
lead to an adverse swing, so you need to give it your
full attention. 

You have nine top tricks (1™, 2t, and 6®), so
only need to make two extra tricks.  Diamonds offer
great prospects and you might even be able to win a
trick with the ´K.  You can afford to draw trumps

early, so could start by winning the ™A, cash the tA
(in case the tQ is singleton), then draw trumps
ending in hand. At this point, you could lead a
diamond to the tJ. This plan only fails if East wins
with the tQ and then wins two further tricks by
switching to spades, with West holding the ´A.

However, when making a plan, it is worth looking
out for any potential pitfalls. One possibility would
be to play the tA and the tK in case East has a
doubleton tQ, but there is an even better way as
long as diamonds divide 3-2. The only way to
ensure that you make two extra tricks in diamonds
without losing the lead to East would be to trump
the third round of diamonds.  Can you see how this
possibility could be created?

Look what happens if you let West win the first
trick with the ™K! Say West plays another heart, you
win dummy’s ™A as you discard the t4 from your
hand. You can now draw trumps in two rounds,
then play the tA followed by the tK and a third
diamond which you ruff. With diamonds splitting
3-2, dummy’s last two diamonds are winners and
you can still get there by crossing to one of dummy’s
clubs.                 r
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Playing for the Anglo-American (with a touch
of Dutch) Team Percy in the 11th Funbridge
World Transnational Championship bronze

medal play-off, David Gold and Andrew Robson,
the two highest ranked players in the EBU’s
National Grading Scheme, can lay early claim to the
International Bridge Press Association’s Best Bid
Deal of the Year Award, for their auction to 7t on
the following board:

The auction took some twelve minutes including
over five minutes for Gold’s final pass! Whilst 7t
was certainly a brilliant bid by Robson, Gold’s pass
was impressive too having diagnosed the sorts of
hands Robson could be holding and successfully
determining the inferiority of a spade contract.

Robson commented, ‘I knew from his six club bid
that David held ´KQxxx and ®AKxx, so he was
clearly interested in third round club control. I
knew little of his diamonds other than the ace but
he presumably had a heart control – with two small
cards, he’d have bid five spades over my four
diamonds. He had either ´KQxxx ™Kx tAx ®AKxx,
in which case he can bid seven no trumps over seven
diamonds, knowing there are four diamond tricks;
or his actual hand – which I thought more likely –
in which case we get the precious ruff in the short
hand. He could conceivably have held 
´KQxxx ™x tAx ®AKxxx,  but even then seven
diamonds has good chances (especially on a non-
spade lead) and is much better than seven spades or
seven no trumps.’

Gold continued, ‘I worked out partner’s hand in
about a minute. Then I was being careful. It was the
last board and we had plenty of time. It would have
taken the same time if I had held 5125 shape as I can
see seven spades has no play opposite that. When
Andrew bid seven diamonds my thoughts were, Oh
my God, he has ´AJxx ™Ax tKQJx ®xxx and has
worked out to bid seven diamonds! How lucky I was
to have such a genius opposite!’

Robson added ‘The more David thought, the
more I was confident he would pass. In fact I think
he knew to pass after half a second but was just
checking and re-checking that he wasn’t about to be
foolish. It’s very rare that both players know their
partner’s hand before a card is played – here we
both knew. It’s not too hard when you put together
the inferences and count winners but one could
easily muck it up at the table. Well passed David,
you were a dream partner all week.’

Funbridge World Transnational Championships  by Peter Hasenson

Last hand – A gift from the Gods!

E/W Game. Dealer West. 
´ 9 6 5
™ K Q J 10 
t 10 3 2
® 10 6 2

´ A J 4 3 ´ K Q 10 8 2
™ A 2 ™ 9
t K Q J 9 t A 7 6 
® J 9 5 ® A K 8 7

´ 7
™ 8 7 6 5 4 3
t 8 5 4
® Q 4 3

N
W      E

S

         West        North     East       South
         Robson      Multon    Gold       Helgemo
         1NT          Pass         2™1              Pass
         3´2           Pass         4®3             Pass
         4t4                 Pass         4NT5          Pass
         5™6           Pass         6®7             Pass
         7t            All Pass
         
   

1  Transfer to spades
      2  Super-accept
 3 Where he lives cue bid  - a phrase to 

describe where important cards are
located, in terms of length and strength

4 Cue bid but also quite likely showing
where he lives

      5 RKCB
      6 2 key cards
      7 Grand slam try, asking for 3rd round club 
   control – queen or a doubleton
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Has there ever been a finer auction in a major
tournament? Tom Townsend, bridge columnist for
The Daily Telegraph and a former partner of Gold
said, ‘These combinations turn up more often in
bidding challenges than in real life. To have the
chance to bid one of these contracts in real life was
a gift from the Gods’.

Franck Multon, multiple world champion, had
also been listening to the auction and led a spade in
the hope his partner, the redoubtable Geir
Helgemo, was void and hadn’t doubled in case 7´ or
7NT was making. But the bridge gods were smiling
on Robson. He won in dummy, played a heart to the
ace, ruffed a heart, drew trumps and claimed + 2140
and a well deserved 19 IMPs, when in the other
room Lorenzo Lauria and Alfredo Versace went one
off in 7´.

With it went the bronze medal to Team Percy.
Congratulations to Anita Sinclair, Peter Crouch,
David Gold, Andrew Robson, Marion Michielsen,
Zia Mahmood and NPC Marshall Lewis.

TEAM PERCY - WHY SO?
Why was Team Percy so named? David Burn had

the answer: ‘Peter Crouch explained that Zia had
been discussing an auction with some of his team-
mates. One of them suggested that he might have
bid X, whereupon Zia declaimed that if any decent
bridge player could be found who would
contemplate bidding X, you could call him (Zia)
Percy. A passing decent bridge player was spotted
and asked what he would do. He said he would bid
X. The rest is history.’           r 

Team Percy – Bronze winner of the 
World Transnational Championships. From left, Marion
Michielsen (NL), David Gold (Eng), Anita Sinclair (Eng),

Andrew Robson (Eng), Peter Crouch (Eng), Zia
Mahmood (USA) and NPC Marshall Lewis (USA)
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England’s Isaac Barden, with
Canada’s Lukasz Kucharczyk, won
the A Stratification Morning
Cardrook Pairs, while a few days
later . . . 

Isaac’s father, Paul
Barden, playing with
Graham Osborne and
two USA team mates,
Bob Bell and Lou
Reich, won the second
weekend knock-out.

England’s David Gold (right) and Mike Bell
(centre back) reached the semi-final of the
Spingold Teams, one of the most prestigious
ACBL events. Playing with Jerry Stamatov,
Richard Schwartz and Diyan Danailov they lost to
the Lavazza team in the final four. 

AMERICAN SUCCESSES

The team of Tom Paske, Maruša Baša, Sarah Bell
and Alexander Hydes won the Freeman Mixed
Board-a-Match (Point-a-Board) at the ACBL
Summer Nationals in Toronto. They won the
four-session competition by just over half a
board.
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Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™6; (c) t4; (d) a club.

(a) a spade: 10  marks. The opposition have had a
limited auction and are both balanced. Unless you
have a good lead to set up tricks (a five plus card
suit) the aim of the game here is to not give away
tricks. North has not bid Stayman and so probably
does not have a major, so this lead is passive and
helps to set up the fourth card if you are lucky. A
clear winner for me. 

(b) ™6: 3 marks. Highly speculative and far more
likely to carve up partner’s holding than anything
else. Still it is better than this:

(c) t4: 1 mark. Whilst I am a big fan of ‘fourth
highest of your longest and strongest’ there are
limits and this is well beyond mine. If diamond
tricks are to be made there will be time later.
Don’t forget, partner has most of the strength on
this hand, and he can lead diamonds through
declarer if needed.

(d) a club: 7 marks. This would be my second
choice but inferior to a spade for the lack of
Stayman.

Choose from: (a) ´4; (b) ™K; (c) ™6; (d) ®4.

(a) ´4: 4  marks. Round into declarer’s second suit
– no thanks. 

(b) ™K: 10 marks. Think of the bidding. Declarer
has four spades, a club stop (probably two), and
five diamonds at least (if declarer was 4-1-4-4
they usually bid differently). How many hearts
does that leave? Declarer almost certainly has a
singleton. If dummy has A-Q then it probably
won’t matter what you do. But once in a while
(like today) declarer has a stiff Q . . .

(c) ™6: 8 marks. For the reasons above, a heart lead
is attractive.

(d) ®4: 2 marks. Partner has neither overcalled 2®,
nor doubled 2®. It is highly unlikely that her
clubs are good enough to want you to lead a
singleton. Indeed, it is entirely possible (as was
the case on this hand) that the opposition’s best
suit is clubs!

Answers to August’s Problems
Prize Leads Quiz Answers           by Alan Mould

click

link

Hand 1
 ´   8 6 5 2
 ™   6
 t   A Q 10 4
 ®   8 6 5 2

         South       West       North    East
         1NT1         Pass         2NT2      Pass
         3NT          All Pass
      1 12-14, 2 Natural, invitational

Hand 2
 ´   A 5 4
 ™   K J 7 6
 t   K 10 7 6 4
 ®   4

         South       West       North    East
         1t            Pass         1™          Pass
         1´            Pass         2®1        Pass
         3NT          All Pass

1 Fourth suit forcing

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS: 

Master: Rupert Timpson Open:  Joe Angseesing
                         Chadlington                                                         Cheltenham

Sponsored by

IMP scoring
on all hands

(teams)



BOOkIE’S fAvOURITES fOR HALkIDIkI
You might be interested to know that Chris Taylor
and David Wing have won the Swiss Teams at four
consecutive EBU and SBU Overseas Congresses,
with different team mates each time. I was lucky
enough to be one of those team mates in Lisbon.
They are attempting a 5th win at the EBU congress
in Halkidiki in October; no pressure on their team
mates there! Good luck boys.          Anne Catchpole

MORE fOR THE LESS-EXPERIENCED
What a lovely surprise to open the August magazine
and find the instruction articles for the less-
experienced.  I really enjoyed reading the ACOLytes
and the Basic Cardplay and found them very
helpful.  I liked the Heffalump Traps which I’m
afraid ruined my housework plans for the day!!  

Ruth Hill 

TEACHERS APPRECIATE ACOLYTES
As a teacher of bridge to beginners I greatly
appreciated Sarah Bell’s first article in her new series
ACOLytes. Everything she recommends is clearly
explained for the target audience, and what a
sensible idea to start with one-of-a-suit bids, leaving
the shock to the system of the 1NT opener for the
next article. Nice also to see the correct rule, for
beginners, being given for opening with two four
card suits. I will be borrowing some ideas from this
series in my own lessons, if that’s allowed!

Dick Heasman

WELL DONE LADIES
For all of us who follow our national bridge scene, I
would like to express my congratulations to our
women’s team, their NPC and coach, who won a
silver medal in the recent Venice Cup. That’s three
medals on the last three occasions, and seven in the
last eight World and European competitions – a
magnificent achievement.
As the event was in France, following the event on

BridgeBase Online had no time zone complications.
I spent most of the full fortnight immersed in the
competition, and particularly in the knockout
stages, when every board of England’s matches was
live. The expert commentary which accompanies
one match each session is incisive, instructional and
amusing, and very useful in improving one’s own
game.                                                  Chris Bickerdike 
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Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ´Q; (c) a heart; (d) ®4.

(a) ´5: 4  marks. You are only going to make one
trick at most in spades, so to defeat this contract
you need two others. Your diamond holding looks
ominous and your clubs are no good to partner.
So, if you are going to lead a spade, it is much
better to lead: 

(b) ´Q: 9 marks. This is an attempt to hold the
lead, see dummy, and know what to switch to. 

(c) a heart: 2 marks. It could be right to lead
trumps to cut down spade ruffs, but you have so
many spades between you this just seems highly
unlikely to work. 

(d) ®4: 10 marks. But only with an understanding
partner! If a spade was necessary, you may get
comments like ‘If I had bid clubs presumably you
would have led a spade.’ But clubs are far and
away the best chance of tricks and in almost all
holdings you have to lead them from your side.
On this hand partner has ®A-Q over dummy’s
®K and ´A-K so you need either to lead a club or
lead the ´Q and switch to a club.

Hands two and three were sent to me by
Manchester and international player, sometime
partner, and friend, Gary Hyett. On hand two he led
the ™K, and on hand three the ´Q.     r

Hand 3
 ´   Q 9 8 5 4
 ™   10 7
 t   6 3 2
 ®   10 7 4

         South       West       North    East
         1™            Pass         2t         2´

         3™            4´           5™          All Pass

Why not take advantage of Alan’s
expertise and send in hands where the
lead has foxed you? Email the editor,
lou@ebu.co.uk and if suitable, Alan
would be delighted to use them.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD
CONUNDRUMS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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2® response is forcing to game. The club fit comes to light
and West cue-bids in diamonds. East locates two aces with
RKCB. What should he say now?
6NT is very much the right contract to bid. There is one

ace missing and you hold length in both the minors. If you
rely on one of these suits as trumps, you are likely to go down
on a bad trump break. Playing in 6NT, you may be able to
score 12 tricks when one minor is running and the other is
not. As you see, 6NT will make if you can score six diamond
tricks or six club tricks.  
At the other table the Netherlands’ Bauke Muller and

Simon de Wijs came to rest in 6®, the third best slam, and
were lucky to find the trumps 2-2. Norway picked up 2 IMPs
and deserved to gain more.

Awards: 6NT (10), 6t (6), 6® (5), games (3).

1. E/W Game. Dealer West

  ´  A 7                               ´  K Q
  ™ J 2                                 ™  K Q 7
  t A K 10 8 4 3                  t  Q 9
  ® 8 6 5                             ®  A K 10 9 7 4

N
W    E

S

West                           East           
Berg                               Kristofferson  
1t                              2®             
2t                              2NT           
3®                              4®
4t                              4NT
5™                              6NT

Our first deal comes from a practice

match between two strong teams, Norway

and the Netherlands. Christer Kristofferson’s

Beat Today’s Experts

Bidding Quiz ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 34  by David Bird

click

link

2. E/W Game. Dealer South West               North           East               South
Doxiadis            Yang               Roussos            Dai

                                                                2™

5®                   Pass               6®                 All Pass

It was a famous dictum of the great Terence Reese that

when you held 7-4 shape you should make the 7-card suit

trumps. Konstantinos Doxiadis duly overcalled 5®. This

showed a seriously good hand at the score and Roussos was

happy to raise to 6®. The trumps broke 3-2 and Greece

gained 12 IMPs.

In the other semi-final, South did not open. Wlodzimierz

Starkowski and Stanislaw Golebiowski then had a clear run

to 7t, using the Polish Club system: 1® – 1´, 2® – 2t, 3t
– 4t – 4NT – 5NT – 7t. This was worth 13 IMPs against
6® bid at the other table. Note that the best play in 7t is to
take an early club ruff. You can then draw trumps even if

they break 4-1.  

Awards:  7t (10), 6t (8), 6® (7), games (3).

  ´  7                                   ´  A K Q 8 6   
  ™ Q                                  ™  A 10 6
  t A K J 5                           t  Q 7 4 2
  ® A K 10 8 7 3 2               ®  4

N
W    E

S

We will look next at some deals from the

European Open in Montecatini. China faces

Greece in the open teams semi-finals and

both South players open 2™, showing both

majors. What action should West take?

Yunlong Chen chose to double and heard a

3NT response. He then had to decide

whether to bid 4® to investigate a club slam.

He eventually passed and a good 6® was

missed.   

West          North            East       South
Chen            Koukouselis      Zhao       Kontomitros
                                                    2™

Dble           Pass               3NT       All Pass
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3.N/S Game. Dealer West

This is another board from the same match. Yanka

Papakyriakopoulos opened 1t and after a fourth-suit

auction Aris Filios bid a sensible 4™. This was worth +480

when South led the ´4 to the 10, queen and king.

West               North           East               South
Zhang               Kontomitros    Li                      Koukouselis

         1t                  Pass               1™                  Pass
         2®                  Pass               2´                  Pass
         3t                  Pass               3™                  Pass
         3NT                Pass               6™                  All Pass

Jianwei Li’s leap to 6™ was somewhat wild. A slam might
have been there, it was true, and indeed twelve tricks would
be made if a club lead was not found. Blessed with a probable
trump trick, the Greece South player was quick to reach for

the ®A. His partner followed with the ®K to make the
position clear. Declarer then lost two clubs and a trump,
Greece gaining 11 IMPs.

Awards: 4™ (10), 5™/3NT (9), 6NT/6™ (4).

                        ´   Q 7 6 2           
                        ™   –                     
                        t   9 7 6 3 2      
       ®  K Q 10 9 
  ´  A 10                                   ´  K J 8 3   
  ™ 8                                        ™ A K Q J 9 5 3
  t A K Q 10 5                         t –
  ® 8 7 6 5 4                            ® 3 2
                         ´   9 5 4              
                        ™   10 7 6 4 2      
                        t   J 8 4             
       ®  A J

N
W    E

S

West            North     East          South
Papak            Chen        Filios           Zhao
1t                Pass         1™             Pass
2®                Pass         2´             Pass
3®                Pass         4™             All Pass

4. Love All. Dealer East
The unfancied Denmark Red team won the final of the

Women’s Teams at the European Open. Here Marion

Michielsen, playing for the Baker team, opened a 15-17

point 1NT and had to decide how to react after her

partner’s take-out double of the 3® overcall. What would

you have done?

I think the best response is 3™, which partner would have

raised to 4™. If instead East has no heart support and rebids

3´, West can bid 3NT. Michielsen passed for penalties and

cannot have enjoyed the appearance of the dummy. The

contract proved unbeatable and Denmark collected +470.  

West               North           East               South
Bilde                  McCallum       Rasmussen       Baker

                                                     Pass                Pass
         1NT                3®                Dble               4®

         4™                  All Pass          

Lone Bilde ruffed the club lead and played a diamond to

the queen, followed by a club ruff and the ™A. She could

have made the game by reverting to diamonds, but cashed

the ™K to go two down. That was still 9 IMPs to Denmark.

Awards: 4™ (10), 5t (7), 3NT(3), 3® dbled by N (0)

                        ´   J 9 8 2            
                        ™   7                    
                        t   8 7               
       ®  A K J 9 5 2 
  ´  A K Q                                 ´  10 7 6 4      
  ™ 10 9 8 4                             ™ A K 6 3 
  t K Q 6                                 t J 10 5 3 2 
  ® Q 10 8                               ®  –
                         ´   5 3                 
                        ™   Q J 5 2            
                        t   A 9 4           
       ®  7 6 4 3 

N
W    E

S

West            North     East          South
Michielsen      Farholt      Wortel         Ege
                                  Pass           Pass
1NT             3®          Dble          All Pass
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17+ hand. He fancied a slam immediately he heard a 1´
response. Hugh McGann denied any (spade) key-card and
Hanlon signed off in 6®. This might make on a sunny day
but Krzysztof Jassem (South) held:

´J-6  ™A-10-5-4  tQ-4-3  ®J-10-9-3

A diamond lead would have put the slam two down but
Jassem naturally banked his ™A and waited for a trump
trick. That was one down.

At the other table Starkowski and Golebiowski started 1®
(Polish) – 2´, showing spade length. Starkowski never
mentioned his clubs, heading straight for 6´ and that was
14 IMPs to Poland. 

Awards: 6´ (10), 5´/4NT (6), 6®/5® (5).

5.N/S Game. Dealer West

  ´  Q 9 8 7 5 2                   ´  A K 3
  ™ K J 8 7                           ™  3
  t J 8 2                              t  A 10
  ® –                                   ®  A K Q 7 5 4 2

N
W    E

S

West                           East         
McGann                        Hanlon     
Pass                            1®           
1´                               4NT         
5t                              6®           

Teams from Ireland and Poland met in the
round-of-16 of the Open Teams. Tom
Hanlon’s 1® showed 11-13 balanced or any

6. Love All. Dealer East that he could subsequently ask for the ™Q. When 6™
showed this card, he ventured a grand slam. Alfredo Versace
led a trump from:

´10-9-4-2  ™9-5-3  t8-4  ®A-7-6-3
and North’s jack appeared. Declarer won, cashed the ´A

and ruffed two spades, bringing down the ´Q. He then
claimed his +1510. 

At the other table, after a similar start, Fabrizio Hugony
jumped to 5NT over 4™. Presumably this was intended as
Josephine to ask for a trump honour. After hearing of the
™Q, East would have bid 7™. West seems to have read 5NT
as ‘pick a slam’ because he bid only 6™ (his partner
assuming denial of the ™Q). This ended the auction for 11
IMPs away.

Awards:  7™ (10), 6™ (6), games (2).

  ´  7                                   ´  A K J 6 5 
  ™ Q 8 6 2                         ™  A K 10 7 4
  t J 7 5 2                           t  A K Q
  ® J 8 5 4                           ®  –

N
W    E

S

The deal is from the Swiss qualifier for the
Open Teams. Although Lars Johansen was
not interested in the ®A, he bid RKCB so

West           North         East               South
Grude           Lauria           Johansen         Versace
                                    2®                 Pass

2t              Pass             2´                 Pass
2NT            Pass             3™                 Pass
4™               Pass             4NT              Pass
5®              Dble            5t                 Pass
6™               Pass             7™                 All Pass

Our experts score only 38 out of 60, giving you a fair chance to outshine them.  Let’s look for some tips.

Tips to Remember

•  When your partnership holds slam values and a couple of long suits, it can be best to play in 6NT.
Twelve tricks may then be available when a suit that you might otherwise have chosen as trumps
breaks badly.

•  When an opponent opens and you jump to a vulnerable game, this shows a seriously good hand.
Don’t think that you have to double first, which can entail unforeseen risks. Partner may then be
too active in a suit where you are very short. Sometimes he will leave in the double for penalties.

•  Even when you have a side-suit void, it is usually still possible to ask about the queen of trumps.
You can either use Exclusion RKCB, jumping to the five-level of your void suit, or you can use 4NT
RKCB anyway (when you hold all the key-cards outside your void suit).                                          r
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In July England’s four youth teams set off forSamorin, Slovakia, just a short drive from
Bratislava. The 26th European Youth Teams

Championships were held in the Olympic training
centre for Slovakia. Every possible activity ranging
from swimming to horse-riding was available on
site, but we required just a pack of cards and a table.
England was represented in all four categories: U26,
U26 Women, U21 and U16. 

The format of the competition was complicated
by the varying number of teams in each section.
The U26s and U16s played an all-play-all single
round robin with the U21s playing a double and the
Women a triple. Ultimately the main goal for each
team was to get a place in the top six to ensure
qualification for the World Championships in
China 2018 and give those in charge of the EBU
budget a bit of a headache. The European
Championships are the pinnacle of the Junior
International’s career and we were told that results
were the only thing that mattered. This was loosely
translated as ‘try and get away with murder’  . . .

HOW DID THE U26S DO?
The U26 team was Shivam Shah & Alex Roberts;

Toby Nonnenmacher & Kyle Lam; Stephen Kennedy
& Michael Alishaw with NPC Alan Shillitoe and
Coach Jon Cooke. The team got off to an electric
start with a narrow win over Hungary and three
subsequent near maximum wins propelling us to
the top of the leaderboard after day one. Small
losses on day two against the Dutch and the Italians
led us to Round 8 with the U26 team in 2nd place
playing the leaders Denmark.

In possibly the swingiest match of the
competition, the U26s led by 18 IMPs at one stage
before losing this lead in two boards. With one
board to play, Denmark led by four IMPs. Sitting
West, you pick up this hand:

´K4 ™J 10 9 7 6 5 tK 10 8 4 3 ®–

1´ promised five and 2® forced N-S to game.
2NT showed diamonds and hearts on one side of
the screen but Bilde took it as the minors and bid
3®. Toby Nonnenmacher deemed his trump
holding suitable enough for a double and when
Jepsen pulled to 3™, Toby bid 3NT which was
doubled by East. Whether you agree with the
bidding or not, the clock is ticking. Put yourself in a
pair of Danish shoes – what would you lead? Here is
the full hand:

Next Stop China

Juniors rejoice in Slovakia            by Kyle Lam
click

link

West North East South
Jepson Lam Bilde Nonnenmacher

1´ Pass 2®

2NT Pass 3® Double
3™ Pass Pass 3NT
Pass Pass Double All Pass

E/W Game. Dealer North. 
´ 9 7 6 5 2
™ A 8 
t Q 6 2
® K Q 9

´ K 4 ´ A Q J 8 3
™ J 10 9 7 6 5 ™ Q 3 2
t K 10 8 4 3 t J 
® – ® J 7 4 3

´ 10
™ K 4
t A 9 7 5
® A 10 8 6 5 2

N
W      E

S

Did you pick the right lead? Typically, a double of
3NT suggests a lead of dummy’s suit and when this
hand was broadcast on BridgeBase Online, the
commentators deemed the ´K lead automatic.
Fairly simple when you can see all four hands. When
a heart lead emerged, England chalked up 550.

However, we weren’t done just quite yet and the
fireworks were about to kick off at the other table.
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The auction remains a mystery and I’ll allow you
to decipher it. Most importantly, England once
again ended in a doubled game. This time the
Danish defender did find a spade lead but it was
ultimately futile. The lead ran round to the ´K and
Shivam Shah led the ™9 round to South’s king. Now
the defence switched to a low club hoping for a
spade ruff but Shah ruffed with the ™5. Another
trump went to North’s ace and he switched to a low
spade which Shah won with the ace. (Inserting the
´8 would have ensured the contract but what would
be the excitement in that?) After cashing some
spade winners the whole contract depended on
finding the ace of diamonds, with East on lead.

illness affecting some of the team, they bounced
back and launched right back up the rankings to
lead the event for 10 further rounds. Here, the U21s
showed their class against Italy:

´ – ´ 8
™ J 7 6 ™ Q
t K 10 8 t J
® – ® J 7 4

West North East South
Shah Buus Thomsen Roberts Pleidrup

Pass 1´ 2®

Dble Redble Pass Pass
2™ 3® 3™ Pass
4™ Pass Pass Dble
All Pass

West North East South
Gaiotti Norton Scata Behrens

1®

Pass 1™ Pass 2´

Pass 3® Pass 3t
Pass 4® Pass 4t
Pass 4NT Pass 5t
Pass 5NT Pass 7®

All Pass

W      E

The tJ drew a low diamond from South. Shivam
chose to fly with the king and chalked up +790, 16
IMPs and the match for England.

With a few matches not going their way, the U26s
slipped out of the medal places. But a maximum
win in the penultimate match against Romania
ensured qualification with a match to spare. They
beat the French in the last match for good measure.
Congratulations to the team for their 6th place
finish (with 4th to 6th separated by only 3 VPs) and
to Stephen’s off-court bright yellow jumper which
was rumoured to have collected more imps than the
rest of the team combined . . .  Congratulations also
to the experienced Swedish side who won the U26
competition.

AND ON TO THE U21S

The team was Ben Norton & Sam Behrens; Kripa
Panchagnula & Jonathan Clark; Liam Sanderson &
Daniel Winter; NPC Michael Byrne; Coach Bryony
Youngs. The U21s also got off to a fantastic start
remaining unbeaten for 11 rounds before narrow
defeats saw them slip down the rankings. Despite 

E/W Game. Dealer South. 
´ A 2
™ A K 7 6 5 2 
t 8 4
® Q J 4

´ 7 6 5 3 ´ Q 10 8
™ J 10 ™ Q 9 4 3
t 10 7 6 t J 9 5 3
® 10 9 7 6 ® 3 2

´ K J 9 4
™ 8
t A K Q 2
® A K 8 5

N
W      E

S

We are taught to find our 8-card major fits, so
how about a 4-3 club fit just for a change? With the
majority of the field in 6NT and a few brave souls in
7NT, Sam and Ben found the excellent spot of 7®.
Two spades by South essentially showed 5-4 in the
black suits with game forcing values and North’s
hand was now very handsome.

On a trump lead, the play is very interesting with
multiple squeeze opportunities if the ´Q does not
drop in three but these Juniors were not here to
follow the rules as the Italian defender led a heart
taking out a vital entry to dummy. Alas, bridge is
often a much more difficult game than we all think.
Sam won the lead, cashed the ´A, finessed the ´Q
and ruffed a spade to collect his grand slam. Easy.

The U21s continued their fine form and were
rarely ever out of the medal positions. With the last
few matches going down to the wire, the U21s
finished in 3rd place and earned themselves a place
on the podium. A fantastic result and certainly one
they should be proud of!                                  Cont/. . .
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AND NOW FOR THE U26 WOMEN

The Womens team was Olivia Bailey & Hanna
Tuus; Alex Birchall & Yvonne Wiseman; Siyu Ren &
Ewa Wieczorek; NPC Sally Brock; Coach Bryony
Youngs. Like their counterparts the Women’s team
got off to a great start with four big wins on the first
day. A few tough matches led to the team slipping
down the rankings but this was only the prelude to
the sprint finish.

On the following board against the French girls
some controlled bidding led to an important swing:

team secure third place and they stayed there until
the end of the competition. Another team, another
medal. Congratulations to the team and a second
medal for Bryony!

AND LAST – THE U16S

Last but not least, the U16s were represented by
Oscar Selby & Henry Rose; Liz Gahan & Andy
Cope; Alex Pemberton & Theo Anoyrkatis; NPC
Mike Bell; Coach Sarah Bell. The team had a slow
start but a fantastic end. It endured some tricky
matches in the opening rounds and was lying in
10th place with three matches to play, with
qualification prospects looking distant. Showing
resilience and great spirit they had a comfortable
win against Denmark and two maximum wins to
close off in 4th place and an invite to the World
Championships secured. Congratulations!

Overall, this has been one of the most successful
Junior European campaigns. England was the only
team to have four teams qualify for the World
Championships. This truly reflects the amount of
work put in by the players and the squad leaders
and coaches. Let’s hope there’s more silverware
coming back home this time next year!    r 

Game All. Dealer North. 
´ 5
™ 7 5 
t J 7 4 2
® K Q 9 8 7 4

´ J 6 4 3 2 ´ K 9 8 7
™ K Q 8 3 2 ™ 10 9 4
t K 9 t Q 10 8 6 3 
® 6 ® 3

´ A Q 10
™ A J 6
t A 5
® A J 10 5 2

N
W      E

S

Ewa Wieczorek showed 20-22 balanced and now
Ren, liking her 6-4 shape, asked for a 4-card minor
with 3´. Ewa duly obliged with 4® and North cue-
bid her singleton spade. With a fifth club and a hand
full of controls, Ewa quickly drove to slam checking
keycards on the way. On the ™K lead, declarer drew
trumps and when the spade finesse was working,
the rest of the play was trivial.

When the French pair had a simple 2NT – 3NT
auction, England scored a healthy 12 IMPs when the
French made 10 tricks in 3NT.

With the Netherlands and Poland contesting for
the Gold medal, there was another battle for the
Bronze between Hungary, France and England. A
big win over contenders Hungary saw the Women’s

West North East South
Coupel Ren Leleu Wieczorek

Pass Pass 2NT
Pass 3´ Pass 4®

Pass 4´ Pass 4NT
Pass 5® Pass 6®

All Pass

Congratulations to Shivam Shah (right) who won
a bronze medal in the teams competition at the
World Youth Open Championships. Shivam was
playing with Christian Bakke (Norway) and
Guillermo Minutti (Uruguay) & Maximo
Crusizio (Argentina) in the Villa Fabbriche team.

Stephen Kennedy & Michael Alishaw, and Ben
Norton & Noah Thomas Apteker of South Africa,
were narrowly defeated in the quarter-finals. In
the BAM event which followed they were lying
third prior to the final round, but had to
withdraw. Shivam’s team carried on where they
left off, joining the competition and going on to
take the silver medal.

WORLD YOUTH OPEN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
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From top, members of the U26 team, the U26 Women’s team, the U21s and the U16s who powered through the European Youth
Championships. All four England teams qualified to compete in the World Championships in China next year (teams may change)

SPONSOR ENGLAND’S JUNIOR INTERNATIONALS!

The superb and unprecedented performance by
all our junior teams in the 2017 European
Championships means every team has

qualified to play in the 2018 World Youth Team
Championships in China. 

This outstanding achievement by the U26s, U26
Women, U21s and U16s, means that England will be
the only European country represented in all four
competitions taking place in China’s Wu Jiang, in
August next year.

Together we can give our support and sponsorship
to these talented youngsters. We are sure that
members, clubs and counties will be keen to help with
fundraising. The bridge community worldwide will be
able to see the support and encouragement that
English bridge players have given to their junior
teams. 

If you have any thoughts, comments, or suggestions
for fundraising, or can offer personal sponsorship,

please email me  – darren@ebu.co.uk – or call me via

the EBU on 01296 317200.

Further information on supporting the teams will

be available on the EBU website at

www.ebu.co.uk/sponsorWYB2018, and please watch

out for future updates in English Bridge.  

Thank you very much for your support.  

Darren Evetts, Board Member

This is your opporTuniTy To help our young players Take parT in The

2018 World youth Bridge Team Championships



51st Summer Meeting at Eastbourne
Swiss Pairs for the

Harold Poster Cup
4-6 August 2017

1 Alexander Allfrey &
Andrew Robson

2 Jeremy Dhondy & Andy
Hughes

3 John Sansom & Jason
Hackett

4= Jette Bailey & Alan Bailey
4= John Holland & Alan

Nelson
Highest B stratification pair

15=Shahzaad Natt & Ambrose
Holmes-Mackie

Highest C stratification pair
(Brighton Plate)

25 Jonathan Davis & Kiril
Delev

Friday Speedball
4 August 2017

N/S 1 Corneliu Rimboiu & Ned
Paul

E/W 1 David Sherman &
Richard Bowdery

Saturday Speedball
5 August 2017

1 J Lawrence, G Kendall, 
M Bell, R Bowdery

Sunday Open Pairs
6 August 2017

1 Martin Baker & Christine
Cooke

2 Gordon Rainsford & Jim
Proctor

Sunday Open Teams
6 August 2017

1 N Guthrie, K Harris, J
Forsyth, S Aitchison

Monday Open Pairs
7 August 2017

1 Jonathan Richards & Alan
Hayward

2 Claire Robinson &
Rowena Clow

Play with the Experts
7 August 2017

N/S 1 Ben Norton & Michael
Alishaw - HIGHEST SCORE

2 Nicole Cook & Karen
Harris

E/W 1 John Mewes & Oscar
Selby

2 Liam Fegarty & Yvonne
Dickinson

U26 Champ Pairs
7-8 August 2017

1 Ben Norton & Alex Roberts 
2 Hanna Tuus & Ian

Robson
3 Michael Alishaw &

Stephen Kennedy

GCH Fox Champ Pairs
8 August 2017

1 Jonathan Richards &
Michael Byrne

2 Tim Durdin & Lilias
Lamont

3 Anne Catchpole & Toby
Musk

Seniors Pairs
7-8 August 2017

1 Shefton Kaplan & Arthur
Hughes

2 Bernard Goldenfield &
Rhona Goldenfield

3 Alan Nelson & John
Holland

B final
1 Warner Solomon & Lorne

Anderson
2= Peter Griffin & Martin

Greeley
2= Mick Carrington & Michael

Keeping

Snrs Pairs - Consolation
8 August 2017

1 Nick Levine & Richard
Penticost

2 Robert Teesdale & Arnie
Anidjar-Romain

Tuesday Open Pairs
8 August 2017

1 Pat Lewis & Helen Holden
2 Steve Tearle & Tracey

Adams

Wednesday Open Pairs
9 August 2017

1 Alan Hayward & Alan
Jarvis

2 Mike Bryant & Anton
Mauve

Mixed Pivot Teams
9 August 2017

1 J Willans, C Jepson, 
N Watts, J Skinner

2 K Harris, J Holland, 
P Jones, R Semp

3 R Wolfarth, N Cook, 
B Senior, G Hyett

Senior Swiss Teams
9-10 August 2017

1 B Goldenfield, R
Goldenfield, K Nelson, 
A Nelson

2 G MacKenzie, 
H Campbell, I Hamilton, 
H Kent-Webster

3 G Hyett, A Cooke, 
G Webb, C Webb

Thursday Open Pairs
10 August 2017

1 Michael Byrne & Karen
Harris

2 Roger Poulter & Mark
Denny 

Mixed Pairs Champ’ships
10 August 2017

1 Robert Miller & Nicole
Cook

2 Michael Byrne & Rhona
Goldenfield

3 Brian Senior & Ros
Wolfarth

Point-a-Board Teams
11 August 2017

1 M Byrne, J Holland, 
S Bell, M Bell

2 P King, G Hallberg, 
A Black, W Whittaker

Friday Open Pairs
11 August 2017

1 Paul Littlewood & Fiona
Littlewood

2 Christine Cooke & Martin
Baker

Mixed Pairs Champs
Mixed Pivot Teams

Harold Poster C
up
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Brighton Plate
Play with the Experts
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Friday Speedball
11 August 2017

1 Robert Lewis & Ricky Turrell
2 Gitte Hecht-Johansen &

Terry Hewett

Sat Swiss Pairs
12 August 2017

1 Barry Read & Anthony
Collins

2 Henry Rose & Megan
Jones

3 Michael Alishaw &
Stephen Kennedy

Saturday Speedball
12 August 2017

1 J Paul, C Cooper, M
Byrne, A Murphy

Sun Swiss Pairs
13 August 2017

1 Stephen Kennedy &
Michael Alishaw 

2 James Lawrence & Gary
Kendall

3 Debbie Richards & Simon
Richards

Combined Swiss Pairs
12-13 August 2017

1 Stephen Kennedy &
Michael Alishaw 

2= Debbie Richards & Simon
Richards

2= Jeff Clargo & Simon Carter

Four-Star Teams
11-13 August 2017

1 M Byrne, S Bell,  K Dyke, 
M Robertson, M Bell

2= G Hallberg, P King, 
A Black, W Whittaker

2= S Natt, P Ivanov, 
S Tommasini, K Delev

4 M Teltscher, T Townsend,
A Malinowski, D Bakhshi,
B Teltscher

5 F Hinden, G Osborne, 
J Allerton, M Garvey

6 J Holland, B Green, 
A Mould, B Myers

B final
1 R Cliffe, A Mayo, K Pryor,

M Pryor
2 N Selway, K Preddy, J Cox,

P Taylor
3 T Nonnenmacher, B Letts,

A Murphy, J Paul 
Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl
1 C Curtis, P Fegarty, 

M Scoltock, R Fedrick
2 A Orlowski, L Porro, 

G Chadha, D Sandford

REALLY EASY CONGRESS

Tues Afternoon Pairs
8 August 2017

1 Anne East & Gill Leese
2 Colin Clark & Pam

Blackman

Tues Evening Pairs
8 August 2017

N/S 1 Anne East & Gill Leese

2 Rob Elvery & Tas Smith

E/W 1 Ann Pennycuick &

Susan Walsh

2 Dawn Mertens & Katina

Shingler

Weds Pairs
9 August 2017

1 Yu Oliver & Jessica Mauve

2 Ann Pennycuick & Susan

Walsh
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Really Easy Swiss Pairs

Under 26 Pairs

Combined Swiss Pairs

Every effort has been made to provide correct names. We apologise if there are errors.

Really Easy Congress

Four Star Teams

Four Star Teams - B-final

Senior Swiss Teams

Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl

Weds Teams
9 August 2017

1 R Johnston, B Miller, 
H Da Vall, P Hill

2 A East, G Leese, 
H Longbottom, M Miles

Swiss Pairs
10 August 2017

1 Robin & Hilary Levett
2 Anne East & Gill Leese
3 Peter Webster & Suzanne

Litchfield
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The auction was spirited as both sides
unearthed their big major suit fits and
incredibly was the same at the two tables.

Optimistic Olly, sitting East, made a good bid on the
second round of the auction. She suspected the
opponents might well bid 5™ and by bidding her
second suit she would help her partner either
compete to 5´ or alternatively direct the lead.

After the club lead, Optimistic Olly cashed two
winners and, knowing that her side did not have a
spade to cash, played a third round of clubs.
Carefree Chris won the third round in dummy,
shedding a diamond from hand. With seven heart
tricks, he needed the diamond finesse and the
eleventh trick could come either from a squeeze
against West or the diamond suit playing for three
tricks.  Chris led the spade king off dummy and Olly
found the great play of not covering. Olly could see
that if she covered then surely partner was going to

be squeezed in the red suits and hoped to give
declarer a losing option. It worked! Chris was fooled
into thinking Olly didn’t have the ace and ruffed the
king. Now he ran some trumps and tried the
diamond finesse hoping a significant pip would
appear from Olly on the first round or the squeeze
would work. No luck and one down.

In the other room, the first three tricks were the
same. Technical Tim, sitting South, paused to think
as was nearly always the case.  He reflected that East
hadn’t tried to cash a spade so surely he had seven
spades and thus knew that Tim must be void. If, as
seemed likely, he had at least four clubs for his bid
that didn’t leave room for many red cards.

So Tim drew a couple of rounds of trumps and
played the tJ. After tJ-K-A if this drew the 10 or 9
from East he was home without guessing the spade
suit, by later taking a finesse of the eight. After all,
East was marked with just one diamond. When East
followed with a disappointingly low card, Tim
needed to work on the spades.

The strong bidding by East suggested the ace so
Tim led the ´K off dummy hoping to transfer
control of the spade suit to West. Barmy Brian
covered with the ace and Tim ruffed. Tim could
now run the rest of his trumps which squeezed West
between spades and diamonds. In the three card
ending West is reduced to t10-9 and the ´Q and
dummy has tQ-8 and ´J. Whatever West discarded
on the last trump, Tim could discard the other suit
in dummy.

There are a couple of points to take from this
hand. When your side has found a fit, and the
auction is competitive, consider bidding a second
suit to direct the lead or to help partner judge
whether to bid one more or double if the opponents
save over your contract. Secondly if you have more
than one chance to make your contract think
carefully about the order you test them in. In this
hand playing diamonds first is best because if the
suit plays for three tricks you don’t have to worry
about the squeeze.                                                     r

Take note of the bidding

A Hand from Life                   by Graham Osborne

click

link

E/W Game. Dealer North.
                           ´  K J 5
                           ™  9 5 2
                           t A Q 8 3
                           ® Q 10 7
     ´   Q 6 2                             ´  A 10 9 8 7 4 3
     ™   8 7                                  ™  Q
     t  K 10 9 6                         t  7
 ®  6 5 4 2                           ®  A K 9 8

                           ´  –
                           ™  A K J 10 6 4 3
                           t J 5 4 2
                           ® J 3

N
W      E

S

         West        North     East       South
                         1®          1´          2™

         2´            3™           4®         Pass
         4´            Pass         Pass        5™

         All Pass



CAPTION 
COMPETITIONCROSSWORD NO 10

ACROSS
2 Impudent but limited examination wanting to hide debt

in accounts (9)
10 Bathroom —now there’s a grip club’s taken to provide

a retro element to the decor (8, two words)
11 No longer true to one’s places of origin (5)
12 European to shaft North, perhaps (4)
14, 26 Finding English Bridge head indoors for grand

slam (6,9) 
15 When at sea, start listening in for mention of this area

in the shipping forecast (5)
17 Theatrical oath made when leading the ace of

diamonds, for example (4)
18 Style that’s way back to front (4)
19 What’s muttered ideas, theatrically executed (5)
20 Stork may be in profit (6)
23 Star bids to pick up reversal of one IMP (4)
24 Speak out for a team to be included (5)
25 Really excited to be taken on by Building Society —

they suggest celebrations are afoot (8)
26 See 14.

DOWN
1 Perhaps a leg to suit one of the team (10, two words)
3 Iris — a player undergoing radiation treatment (4)
4 Being bold enough and taking a bit of time to name

the glass — thus (10)
5 Signal orders (6)
6 Bridgehead (4)
7 Being a showman, I play more pairs (10)
8 Gets results in data from the Internet — a long way in

front of the competition… (7)
9 … lender sets conditions that are extremely meagre

(10) 
13 Mother involved in a rail crash —- fever resulted (7)
16 Got away, according to what was printed (6, two

words)
21 In partnership with roadhouses (4)
22 Queen of equal value to king? (4)

Will the Little Devil get his way? Send me some
funny captions for the cartoon above – the more
the merrier.
Several caught my eye for the one below.

Congratulations to Lis Jackson who penned my
favourite shown under the cartoon. Other close
contenders were Frank Fallon’s Demonstration
of a safety play in a vulnerable situation,  and
Philip Goldenberg’s That’ll teach you to loiter
within tent. And here I must apologise to poor
Brian Gladman who was not credited with the
winning caption in the last issue, and to James
Bentley who was!
Send your new entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by

Halloween, 31st October, or post to Editor,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior

chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

Compiled by MERMAN             Answers online, p78

‘We need a fourth for bridge’ he heard his
parents shout.

1

10

11

18

22

23

25

26

20

24

21

19

15 1716

13 14

12

2 9643 5 7 8



Mike Rawlins wrote this great letter:  My partner Naomi and I recently went for a pairs game at
Harlow Knights Bridge club. She has recently learnt my full system, which is essentially Acol with a few
bells and whistles. After reading David Gold’s excellent article on Kokish we have added this convention
to our armoury. This has enabled us to bid NTs in every two point range from 20 points upwards.
Additionally we play Puppet Stayman, with some modifications to enable us to find any 8-card major
suit fit. We picked up the following hands (dealer West):

Look at the bidding! That is 10 consecutive bids. Has
anyone ever exceeded this? Every single suit bid was
artificial and alerted:
 2® - 22+ or any strong suit
 2t - 0-6 points
 2™ - Kokish

                      2´ -  relay denying any 6-card suit with a top honour
                      2NT - ‘balanced’ - can have a singleton top honour 

                                    or 5-card major
                      3® -  Puppet Stayman
                      3t -  a 4-card major - in this case hearts
                      3™ -  4 spades or 5 spades & 3 hearts (denies 4 hearts)

                                                                                       3´ -  in case you have the 5 spade variety
                                                                                       3NT - OK - I may need a club lead to my king

Sadly, after successfully winning the ®K at trick one, the play did not go well. I lost to South’s tK,
but the opposition then blocked their club winners. Neither spades nor diamonds behaved. However,
I was able to end-play North who had to lead away from the ™K, enabling me to restrict my losses to
3NT down one.

The opposition congratulated us on our (overly?) ‘sophisticated’ auction. Upon entering the result in
their new Bridge-Tab North said ‘Oh never mind - it looks like you got a bit too high’. It had been played
three times previously. We thoughtfully deduced they all had identical bidding sequences as each other.
It probably showed greater judgement and accuracy than our attempt. Yes - you’ve guessed it - they all
played sensibly in 1t!

´ K Q 10 ´ A 9 8 7
™ A Q J 4 ™ 7 6 2
t A Q J 9 7 t 4 2
® K ® 7 6 4 2
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Tales FroM CluB nighTs

TEN CONSECUTIvE BIDS – IS THIS A RECORD?

      West       East       
      2®          2t         
      2™           2´         
      2NT        3®         
      3t

                 
3™

      3´           3NT

Colin Bryson amused with this hand: Some time ago
my partner, who hates missing slams, bid me into a
Grand. The bidding was (1®)-1t-(1´)-2™ to start. As I
had 14 points for my 1t overcall and the opposition had
opened and replied, how many points could my partner
have for his 2™ bid? I guessed he must have five hearts
with the ace and 6-8 points, so raised him to 4™ when
the opener rebid 3®. I was amazed when partner than
bid 7t!
The approximate hand is opposite. I ruffed the club

lead in dummy, the hearts split and with two spade ruffs
in hand 13 tricks were lay-down! Well bid partner.

Love All. Dealer East
´ A 4 2
™ A J 9 7
t J 10 8 7 6 2
® –

´ K Q J 6 5 3 ´ 9 8 7
™ 8 4 2 ™ 6 5
t 5 t 3
® 5 4 2 ® A K Q J 9 6 3

´ 10
™ K Q 10 3
t A K Q 9 4
® 10 8 7 

N
W      E

S

A CASUAL GRAND SLAM

W      E
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Richard Evans sent in this hand from Stansfield
Bridge Club: ‘Hermann,’ as the dastardly duplimate
machine is affectionately called by some members,
surpassed himself recently with a hand that defies
description – not to mention bidding. Or perhaps it
would be more accurate to say ‘Son of Hermann’...
because the machine which produces all the boards for
club nights had its first ever software upload only days
before which changed the all-important hand generating
process. And if Thursday is anything to go by, ‘Son of
Hermann’ could prove even more of a handful than his
predecessor.
Needless to say, Board 1 confused and amused in equal

measure and ended up with declarer playing some
impossible (doubled) contracts, none of which made!

Love All. Dealer East

´ 8 4 2
™ J 9 7 4 2
t Q 8 5
® 9 3

´ J 9 7 3 ´ 10
™ 8 ™ Q 6
t – t A K J 10 9 7 6 4 3 2
® A K J 10 7 5 4 2 ® –

´ A K Q 6 5
™ A K 10 5 3
t –
® Q 8 6

SON OF HERMANN PLAYS HAvOC

N
W      E

S

Phil Dowell tickled with these deals: My first thought on picking my hand from board 17 was that it

would make a good rummy hand. It was 4-4-3-2 and included three 8s, and then I noticed that these

were the highest cards. That evening, I found the probability of receiving a hand like this from a

website.

The following week before play began I announced that the odds against picking up this hand were

a mere 16,959-1, and noted that we should not see another one for a while. My first thought on picking

up board two that night was that the cards had not been shuffled, but it was a 5-3-3-2 – with no card

higher than an 8!

Treating the two deals as batches of 28 and

24 hands respectively I calculate the odds

against this happening in the same seat to be

in the order of 1 in 2.5 million – although

perhaps an expert could verify this?

They say that odds even themselves out, as

it were. Earlier this year at a sister club I

picked up 26 points. Dummy went down

with the other 14, something that happens

one time in 5.7 million, I think. It was a flat

7NT, of course. No luck there.

By the way, between these two deals, part

of the golf course of which I am director fell

into the sea.

PICK YOUR DAY CAREFULLY TO PLAY WITH THIS MAN
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W N E S             
3t          

Pass Pass Dble Pass
?

Pass. While the normal rule is to take out partner’s
take-out doubles, you can apply some common
sense. Your best suit is the one that the opponents
have opened and you do have two tricks in it. You
cannot be sure of finding four-card spade support.

W N E S            
1®          

Dble Pass 1´ 2®
?

4´. Although your initial double forced partner to
bid, you do have a great hand in support of spades.
Even the right Yarborough opposite (with a
doubleton diamond) offers a play for the game.
Since you have no interest in a slam, just bid what
you think you can make.

W N E S            
Pass       

1t 2´1 Dble 4´

?
1 weak

Dble. While you do have four-card heart support,
you would need to go to the five level to show it. If
you can make eleven tricks with an eight-card heart
fit, you can surely defeat the opposing contract by
several tricks. Moreover, your hearts are poor and
you have three defensive tricks to add to those that
partner has.

W N E S           
3t        

?

3´. You need to evaluate for shape and not just for
points. A 6-5 shape with 10 HCP is vastly different
to a balanced hand with the same values (which you
would pass). You should start by bidding your
longest suit and see how the auction develops.

W N E S           
?

2®. With great strength you start with a game force.
As soon as you count for shape, your hand is worth
more than 23 points. Using the traditional test of
five quick tricks, it passes that threshold too (two
for each ace-king and one for the king-queen).

W N E S           
Pass Pass 1™ Pass
3™ 3´ Dble Pass
?

Pass. After you have agreed a suit and with any bid
committing your side to game, partner’s double is
for penalties. You have quite a defensive hand, with
a doubleton spade and only four hearts. Yes it is
strange that North sees fit to overcall 3´ but not to
open 3´ or a weak two – but that is not your
problem.               r

Answers to Questions on Page 8

Club Bidding Quiz                  by Julian Pottage
click

link

Hand 1
´ J 10 5 3
™ 7 3
t K J 7 3
® 9 6 5

Hand 2
´ A Q J 10 9 7 3
™ K 3
t A 9 5
® K

Hand 4
´ K 8 6 4 3 2
™ A 9
t –
® Q J 10 7 3

Hand 5
´ K Q J 6
™ A K Q 9 7
t 8 
® A K 9

Hand 6
´ 9 5
™ 9 6 5 2
t K J 10 4
® A J 10

Hand 3
´ A
™ J 5 3 2
t K Q 10 3 
® A 8 5 2
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One of the huge advantages that online
bridge has over face-to-face bridge is that
the bidding and play of every board at

every table is recorded. In a recent Bridge Club Live
Swiss Pairs match, 28 of the 31 South players played
in 3NT and seven of these made a third overtrick to
score 90% on the board.

When we each led the t9 from dummy for West
to take, East was squeezed and whichever card he
played, we threw a card of the other black suit and
took the remaining three tricks

Let us return to Cornwall’s Richard Draycott,
who was the third of our declarers who received a
club lead. He took the ®J with the ®K, cashed the
tK and led the tJ, correctly not covered by Devon’s
David Southcombe in the West seat. Five rounds of
hearts followed to reach this position:

Different squeezes on one board

Bridge Club Live                     by Barrie Partridge
click

link

Love All. Dealer East. 
´ J 10 6 4
™ 7 4 
t A 9 8 3 2
® A 8

´ 8 2 ´ K Q 9 7
™ J 8 5 ™ 10 6 2
t Q 10 6 4 t 7 5 
® 9 7 6 2 ® Q J 4 3

´ A 5 3
™ A K Q 9 3
t K J
® K 10 5

N
W      E

S

´ J 10 
™ –
t 9
® 8

´ 8 ´ K Q
™ – ™ –
t Q t –
® 9 7 ® Q J

´ A 5
™ –
t –
® K 10

N
W      E

S

´ J 10 6
™ –
t A
® A

´ _ ´ K Q 9
™ – ™ –
t Q 10 t –
® 9 7 2 ® Q 4

´ A 5 3
™ –
t –
® 10 5

N
W      E

S

Three of these seven South players received a club
lead, taken in hand with the ®K. When declarer led
out tK and tJ, two Wests erroneously covered, so
declarer overtook in dummy, conceded a diamond
and wrapped up 12 tricks. We’ll come back to the
third declarer later.

The other four of our declarers saw the t4 hit the
table and won the trick with the tJ.  Two played out
their hearts and the tK and led a spade to the ´J
and ´Q, leaving East endplayed with only black
cards left. 

I was one of the other two declarers, the other was
in Scotland. We both cashed out hearts and the tK
and then crossed to the ®A in dummy. After
cashing the tA, this was the position: Now came the ´3 to the ´J and the ´Q and East

was endplayed. She thought she could escape by

leading ®4 but after declarer took ®A, he led tA
and East was squeezed, having to discard before

declarer.                r

BRIDGE CLUB LIVE
Fast, fun, friendly online bridge in

England
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Where did the summer go?    
SHEFFIELD

Morning sessions over the summer amused and
entertained these quick minds who speedily got to
grips with Minibridge.

STAMFORD

Some 400 plus students will join Stamford’s
flagship programmed teaching in schools this
autumn. We wish them well.
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The young played bridge

SURREY

OK - they’re not youngsters per se - but
someone has to teach them. 

As part of Surrey’s efforts to encourage
youth bridge, the county ran two ‘train-the-
trainer’ courses at The Bourne Club, in
Farnham. The sessions helped people learn
how to teach children – whether their own
families or in local schools – and how to play
MiniBridge.  With a remarkable 44 attendees
across the two days, the courses, led by
Douglas Wright, included some lively debates
about how to encourage youngsters to take
up our wonderful game.

SUSSEX JUNIOR FESTIVAL

Lots of happy faces in Sussex as they learn
both bridge and minibridge. 
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          ´  6 5 2
          ™  A Q 10 5
          t  8 3
         ®  A Q 10 3
              
              
              

          
          ´  A K Q
          ™  K 8 6
          t  A 6 5 2
         ®  7 6 4 

Q1. How might you play this one in 3NT after the
bidding 1NT – 3NT?

Paul Bowyer’s Gentle Counting Quiz from page 10

ANSWERS

          ´  A K Q
          ™  8 7 4
          t  Q J 8
         ®  K J 9 8
              
              
              

          
          ´  8 3 2
          ™  Q 5 2
          t  A K 10
         ®  A 10 7 6 

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

South plays in 3NT
West leads ™2

Q2. How might you play in 3NT after the following
auction?

South plays in 3NT
West leads the tK

West leads the ™2 to the ™A in his partner’s hand.
East returns the ™10 and East-West cash the first
four heart tricks.

You pitch a club from each hand on the last heart,
East chucking a spade. West exits with a spade.

You play three rounds of diamonds (all
following) and then two more top spades. On these
West pitches a club and the last diamond.

What now?

Your 1t opening bid did nothing to deter the
opening lead; the tK is not a particularly welcome
sight. What are your preliminary thoughts?

You allow the tK to win and take the second
diamond as East discards a spade. At trick three you
try a club to the ten. No luck, East takes the jack and
plays a spade. You try again in clubs, playing to the
queen this time.

East takes the king and persists in spades, West
throwing a diamond.

Are clubs 3-3? You try a third club to the ace. No,
West throws away another diamond, leaving East
with the master 9. What now?

Hand 1. ´ A K Q
                           ™  8 7 4
                           t Q J 8
                           ® K J 9 8
     ´   6                                   ´  J 10 9 7 5 4
     ™   K J 9 3                           ™  A 10 6
     t  7 6 3 2                           t  9 5 4
 ®  Q 5 4 3                          ®  2

                           ´  8 3 2
                           ™  Q 5 2
                           t A K 10
                           ® A 10 7 6

A1. You must cash the ®A and take the club
finesse through West. When West is known to
have a single spade, four hearts and four
diamonds (he followed to three of these and
has pitched the last one) he must be 1∙4∙4∙4.
The club layout is marked now. The full deal:

N
W      E

S

A2. West is known to have started with six diamonds, two
clubs and one spade. So he must be harbouring four
hearts. If you wish to count the East hand he started with
six spades, four clubs, one diamond and, therefore, two
hearts.

For absolute certainty you make the hand by cashing the
™A, crossing to the
™K and finessing the
™10. The full deal:

W         N        E         S
                                 1t

Pass      1™       Pass    1NT
Pass      3NT    All Pass      

Hand 2. ´ 6 5 2
                           ™  A Q 10 5
                           t 8 3
                           ® A Q 10 3
     ´   7                                   ´  J 10 9 8 4 3
     ™   J 9 7 2                            ™  4 3
     t  K Q J 10 9 2                   t  5
 ®  4 3                                ®  K J 9 8

                           ´  A K Q
                           ™  K 8 6
                           t A 6 5 2
                           ® 7 6 4

N
W      E

S
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You are East. The bidding starts:

What do you bid now with each of these hands?

Michael Byrne’s cue-
bidding quiz from

page 20 

1™-3™

4®-?

Hand 1 Hand 2
´ K 6 5 2 ´ J 7 
™ Q 9 4 3 ™ K J 9 6
t Q J 8 t A J 7 5
® Q J ® 10 7 4

Hand 3 Hand 4
´ K J 4 ´ A 4 3 
™ 10 7 5 3 ™ A K 7 6
t A Q 3 t 5 4
® 8 7 5 ® 9 7 6 4

ANSWERS

Hand 1: 4™ – although you have the spade control

that partner needs you have nothing to show in

diamonds and a pretty average hand. If partner is

strong enough to make a slam facing this hand

(´QJ4 ™AK10752 tAK93 ®–) he will bid on. 

Hand 2: 4™ – remember you know that you are

missing two top spades.

Hand 3: 4t – you have a diamond control and the

spade control partner needs.

Hand 4: 4´ – rare to bid on beyond game but you

have an exceptional hand and must accept partner’s

slam try. Your 11 points are composed of three key

cards (A-K trumps!) and you have the vital spade

control. Partner rates to hold something like 

´xx, ™Qxxxxx, tAKQJ ®A and even a grand slam
might be on).                                                             r

Richard Winter & Sarah Teshome won the three-

session Swiss Pairs at the Scarborough Summer

Congress at the end of July. They lost only one of

twelve matches and finished 11 VPs clear of the

field. In Friday’s Multiple Teams competition the

winners were Paul Darby, Steve Dannell, Mark

Hill & Giles Ip. The B final was won by Babs

Matthews, John Farmer, Bill White & Joyce

White.

Thursday’s Pre-Congress Pairs was won by

Rowena Clow & Claire Robinson.

SCARBOROUGH SUMMER CONGRESS

The Northern Midweek Congress took place in

Harrogate in late August.

The Swiss Teams was won by Mike Pownall,

Mia Deschepper, Helen Houston & Steve Webb

(pictured). They lost only one of their seven

matches, finishing with 107 VPs. 

Graham Osborne and Philip Wood won the

Championship Pairs. Damian Hassan & Clive

Owen were second and Derek Oram & Celia

Oram were third.

NORTHERN MIDWEEK CONGRESS
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Neil Rosen’s 4th Suit Forcing quiz, from p28 

West hands East hands

Hand 1, Dlr East

´ A 7 6 4
™ A 9 4
t Q 5
® K J 10 5

Hand 2, Dlr East

´ A 8
™ K Q 10 7 4 3
t 10 9 3
® A 3

Hand 3, Dlr East

´ J 5
™ K J 10 4
t Q 8 5
® K J 9 7

Hand 4, Dlr West

´ K 10 3 2
™ A J 3
t A Q J 9 5
® 2

Hand 1, Dlr East

´ K 8 3
™ 7
t K J 10 7 6
® A Q 8 2

Hand 2, Dlr East

´ K 7
™ J 2
t K Q J 5 4
® Q 8 7 2

Hand 3, Dlr East

´ K 7 4 2
™ 6 5
t A 9
® A Q 8 5 4

Hand 4, Dlr West

´ A 7 6
™ K 10 8 7 4
t 8 6
® A 9 7

Practise these hands with your partner and see if you get the answers right!

Answers

Hand 1, Dlr East
West East

1t
1´ 2®

2™ 2´

3® 3´

5® Pass

Hand 2, Dlr East
West East

1t
1™ 2®

2´ 2NT
3™ 4™

Hand 3, Dlr East
West East

1®

1™ 1´

3® Pass

Hand 4, Dlr West
West East
1t 1™

1´ 2®

3™ 4™

The great temptation is to simply bid 3NT over 2®. But where is the rush? By
bidding 4th suit forcing the short hearts opposite get revealed suggesting that 3NT
will not in fact be the best contract. 3® is now game forcing since we bid it via 4th
suit forcing rather than as an invitational bid over 2®. East has no real choice but to
repeat the spade support, confirming that the shape is 3145 or the like – 5® is an
excellent contract to reach and would score very highly in any duplicate as 3NT is
doomed on a heart lead.

West is too strong to make the bad bid of 3™ over 2® and East would surely pass. Via
4th suit forcing 3™ is now a game force and East has an easy raise.

Don’t forget that 4th suit forcing should only be used when there is no clear cut
natural alternative. Here 3® is ****ing obvious – yet so many club and tournament
players would use 4th suit forcing ‘to get into NTs partner’! Guess what? Bidding a
natural, invitational 3® can still lead you to NTs when it is right – but can allow you
to play in clubs when that is right!

After 4th suit forcing West should really bid 3™ rather than 2™ to confirm the nice
fit and extra values. Again East has an easy raise.
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

AVON League 1 was won by Graham
Hartley’s team (Tim Brierley, Trevor Ward,
Rob Lawy, Mike Elliott & Suzy Lawson).

League 2 was won by Marguerite Lihou’s
team following a dramatic last match victory
(Oli Espitalier-Noel, Vanessa O’Callaghan,

John Brandon-Joyce, Deborah Ogilvie & Carol Gregg).
The Bristol team of Tim Brierley, Graham Hartley, Chris

Dixon & David Jones has reached the semi-final of the
National Inter-Club Knock Out teams.

Bristol Bridge Club came 3rd in the Garden Cities
National Final. The team comprised Trevor Ward & Peter
Shelley, Robert Covill & Steve Turner, Graham Hartley & Rob
Lawy, Andrew Urbanski & David Jones.

Tim Brierley & Graham Hartley came 4th in the Corwen
Trophy (English Inter-County Pairs ).

Rob Lawy (in partnership with Andrew Thompson) came
3rd in the Swiss Pairs and Mike Short & Gareth Evans were
2nd in the Swiss Teams at the Torquay summer event held at
the Riviera Centre.

Avon has selected its team for the Tollemache Cup which
is as follows: Tim Brierley & Graham Hartley; Trevor Ward &
Peter Shelley; Chris Dixon & David Jones; Robert Covill &
Steve Turner; Mike Huggins & Rob Lawy with Mike Letts as
non-playing captain.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org

AFTER a long absence, Cambs and Hunts has won
the ‘A’ final of the National Inter-County League.
The team had an overwhelming victory dropping
only 6 VPs in three matches. 

Across the ocean, Paul and Isaac Barden had outstanding
results in the ACBL Summer Congress. 

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

The annual Charity Pairs, played simultaneously
at six clubs in the county, was won by Ken Keast
& Bill Adams (Penventon). Runners-up were
Mary Hopwood & Fiona Hargreaves (Bude) with

Rod Bell & Richard Draycott (Helston) third. Some £737 was
raised and donated to Cornwall Air Ambulance. 

Playing in the finals of the Inter-County League, the C
team finished third beating Yorkshire 13-7 and Hertfordshire
11-9, but losing heavily to Gloucestershire. It was an excellent
overall performance against opposition with much higher
rankings.

With the average age of county committee members being
nearer 80 than 70, we desperately need some new young
blood (fifties or sixties!) to come forward at the AGM in early
October. 

Diary dates: 8 Oct, Clarke Winmill Mixed Pairs/AGM,
Ladock.  22 Oct, Mixed Teams of Four, Ladock.  5 Nov,
County Swiss Teams, Queen’s Hotel, Penzance. 19 Nov,
Bodmin Swiss Pairs, Lanhydrock Golf Club. 

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

WINNERS of the DCBA Smedley Salver were
Mary & David Marshall; 2nd were Amanda &
John Sowter, 3rd were Ron McEwan & Stephen
Lally.

The Midland Improvers will take place on
25th November. The event is for players with less than five
years continual experience, less than 5,000 masterpoints and
an NGS grade below 9.

Details of all events scheduled by our county association
can be found at http://www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire. This
website also contains links to websites for all affiliated clubs,
so if you are looking to play bridge in Derbyshire please visit
our website You can also contact the DCBA secretary if you
are interested in participating in any of our events –
jimparker@totalise.co.uk.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

AT the AGM Geoff Clements was elected as
Chairman and Ruth Edmondson as Treasurer.
No Vice-Chairman was elected. Terence Treeby
stood down as Secretary after 14 years and a

replacement has not yet been found. The teams event
following the AGM was won by Terence Treeby, Geoff
Clements, Dave Strawbridge and Mike Walsh.

The Palace Hotel Torquay is closing at the end of July
2017. As a consequence the Devon Congress in April 2018 will
be transferring to the TLH Toorak Hotel. The Torquay
Congress in November 2017, run by Torquay Bridge Club,
will be transferring to the Grand Hotel.
Recent achievements by Devon players:

Harry, Sally, Theo and Sam Anoyrkatis won the Swiss Teams
at the EBU Riviera Congress;

Alex Maddocks and Warner Solomon finished second in the
Swiss Pairs at the EBU Riviera Congress; 

Ann Slee, Alison Pollok, Richard Lingham and Viv Mably
came second in the Mid-Wales Swiss Teams Congress; 

Ann Slee, Richard Lingham, Robert Mabley & Viv Mably –
3rd in the Gloucestershire & Herefordshire Swiss Teams; 

Theo Anoyrkatis played for the U16 England team for the
European Youth Teams Championships in Slovakia in July
(the team qualified for the next World Championships);

Mike Orriel & Peter Bowles came 4th in the Dorset Swiss
Pairs.

Diary dates: Entries close for Devon Teams on 8 Oct – two
matches guaranteed at dates to suit the teams. Winter Pairs
season starts at Newton Abbot on 3 Oct. Leagues start as usual

COUNTY NEWSCOUNTY NEWS
For the latest news & events please visit the individual county websites listed at the top of each entry
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in September or October. 8 Oct, South Hams charity Swiss
teams. 21 Oct, Exeter BC Swiss pairs. 5 Nov, Swiss teams,
Filleigh. 19 Nov, Heart Foundation Swiss teams. Full details of
all events and results are on the website.

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

CONGRATULATIONS to Mark Hooper,
Krzysztof Ginda, Rod Marks & Steve
Tomlinson on winning the Dorset Green-

Pointed Teams (see picture).
Congratulations to Miles Cowling & Rob Lawy on

winning the Dorset Green-Pointed Pairs.

Congratulations to David Gill, Eugene Sheehan, Claire
Hillyard & Richard Vessey on winning the inaugural Dorset
KO Plate, defeating Kelly Courtney’s team in the final. 

Congratulations to Miles Cowling, Mike Pownall, Rod
Marks & Mark Hooper on finishing 4th in the Pachabo. 

The Allendale team of Miles Cowling, Jeremy Dhondy,
Janet Smith, Alan Wilson, Daphne Philipps, Phil Norman,
Krzysztof Ginda & Mark Hooper, representing Dorset,
finished 5th in the national final.  Krzysztof & Mark topped
the cross-imp rankings. 
EBU Torquay Congress:

Congratulations to Rod Marks, Alan Wilson and Janet
Smith with team mate Stephen Turner who finished 4th in the
Teams and to Rod Marks with partner Stephen Turner who
finished 7th and Miles Cowling with partner David Jones who
finished 9th in the Pairs.

Diary dates: 29 Oct, Flemmich Cup (Blue-Pointed Swiss
Teams), Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne. 7 Dec, Weymouth
& Hardwick Cups (Multiple Teams), Dorchester Bridge Club.

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

ESSEX Competitions
Congratulations to:
George Curtis
1st, Winnie Godber, Anne Catchpole, Rick Hanley,

Graham Beeton; 2nd, Richard Register, Robert Elliott, Ian
Moss, Peter Oake.

Warboys
Heat 1 – 1st, Alaric Cundy & John Sutcliffe; 2nd, Ted
Cockle & John Williams.
Heat 2 – 1st, Peter Franklin & Frank Morrison; 2nd, Dennis
Valtisiaris & John Sutcliffe.

Winners of Dorset’s Green-pointed Teams
Rod Marks, Krzysztof Ginda, Mark Hooper & Steve Tomlinson

Summer Seniors
1st, Marc Chawner & Paul Spencer; 2nd, David Piper &
Ray Clarke.

Congresses and National Events
Beds & Bucks Swiss Teams
5th, John Sutcliffe, Sandy Smith, Martin Smith, Sandy
Riach.
London Congress Swiss Teams
6th, Pat Johnson, Peter Scotting, Albert Kitchin, Theo
Todman.

Herts & Essex Swiss Pairs
1st, Tony Verran & Brian Gladman (Surrey)  

Swiss Teams
4th, Richard Register, Robert Elliott, Peter Franklin &
Frank Morrison.                   

EBED Spring Pairs SIMs
3rd, Marc Chawner & Paul Spencer.

British Summer Pairs SIMs
7th, Bernie Hunt & Sheena Millins.

Eastern Counties League
v Cambs & Hunts: A team lost 4-16, B team lost 9-11, C
team lost 0-20. 
v Northants: A team lost 8-12, B team won 16-4, C team
lost 7-13.

Diary dates: 25 Oct, Autumn Seniors. 29 Oct, Fletcher & Cup
for Clubs. 12 Nov, Sue Taylor Memorial Teams. 10 Dec, Mixed
Pairs.

Gloucestershire

www.gcba.org.uk

OUR county first and third teams won their
respective divisions in the Midlands County
League, and so went forward to the National
Inter-County League Final in July, where our

third did us proud by coming first equal, deprived of the
trophy only by a split tie.

Our annual green point weekend, held jointly with
Herefordshire, was a great success, and the committee is to be
congratulated – we received several compliments on the
smooth organisation. Of course this is also partly down to our
TD, the wonderful Sarah Amos, and her assistants. Unusually,
we had more tables of pairs than teams this year. The pairs
was won by Paul Smith & George Richardson from
Herefordshire, whilst the teams was won by Rob Cliffe
(London) & Trevor Ward, Colin Juneman & Roger Sweet,
from Somerset and Avon.

We are expanding our inter-county bridge with a friendly
match against Avon, a neighbouring county who we don’t see
in our Midlands Counties League

We are working towards creating some regular bridge for
schoolchildren, based initially at Cheltenham Bridge Club. It
will be focus on Minibridge and our intention is to build up
to a County Youth Bridge team. Challenges from other
counties will be welcomed in due course. If you would like to
find out more about bridge opportunities for your children or
grandchildren, email youth@gcba.org.uk.

Our chief tournament director has invited all the county’s
clubs to sessions across the county on the new laws.
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Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

EASTBOURNE Summer Seniors Swiss Teams:
2nd, Helen & Chris Kinloch; 4th, Sula Turpin &
Ann McMahon. 
Oxford GP Swiss Pairs

3rd= Adrian Fontes & Michael Gwilliam.

Diary dates: 15 Oct, Mixed/Married Pairs. 12 Nov, Jubilee
Cup Teams of Eight. 3 Dec, Wessex/Bloxham BP Swiss Teams.
17 Dec, Yuletide Swiss Teams. All above events at Romsey
starting at 2pm. Entries via HIOW website. 21 Oct, Petersfield
BP Swiss Teams. Entries via Petersfield Bridge Club website.
30 Oct-3 Nov, Simple System Sim Pairs at local clubs. 4-8 Dec,
Chidwick Cup Sim Pairs at local clubs.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

THE Sussex one day green-pointed Swiss Teams
in July was won by Konrad Mau playing with
Neeraj Tanna (Middx), Richard Creamer and
Mike Bull (London).

Kent players had some success at the EBU’s
Summer Congress in Eastbourne. Jeremy Willans & Jill
Skinner won the Mixed Pivot Teams midweek playing with
Chris Jepson & Neil Watts (Sussex). Norman Selway & Kay
Preddy were second in the ‘B’ final of the Swiss Teams playing
with John Cox (Surrey) & Peter Taylor (London). Friday
night’s Speedball pairs was won by Bob Lewis & Ricky Turrell,
Sue Parkins & Mark Wiggins were third.

Diary Dates: 28-29 Oct, KCBA Blue-Pointed Congress –
Saturday Swiss pairs, Sunday Swiss teams, TWBC 11am both
days; 14 Jan, Fleming Femina/Hunter Homines (ladies and
men’s pairs), TWBC 11am. Please see www.kcba.org.uk for up
to date results, news of events and entry forms.

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

LANCASHIRE finished third out of six teams in
the President’s Cup behind Manchester and
Yorkshire.

In Round 1 of the Northern Bridge League,
Lancashire A finished third out of six teams, Lancashire B
fourth out of eight teams and Lancashire C second out of
seven teams.

Congratulations go to Marianne Farr & John Morrell on
winning the Michelle Brunner Pivot Teams at Manchester
Bridge Club with Peter Jones & Jim Luck.

At the Eastbourne Summer Seniors Congress, Nick & Sue
Woodcock were runners-up in the Swiss Pairs playing with
Chris & Helen Kinloch. 

The LCBA teams of Four Plate has been won by Andrew
Petrie’s team (Andy Holborn, Andrew Lum & David Costich)
which beat Mike Tomlinson’s team by 23 IMPs.

Jeff & Ann Wilkins, Mike Tomlinson & Linda Smith were
third in the Open Teams at Scarborough and Stuart Clark,
Sue Woodcock, Susan Fjortoft & Nick Woodcock were fourth. 

Diary dates: 7 Oct, Northern Bridge League, Round 4; 15 Oct,
Chester Bowl, Deva Bridge Club; 20-22 Oct, EBU Autumn
Congress, Reading; 28 Oct, LCBA Congress Pairs, Brierfield
Bridge Club; 29 Oct, LCBA Congress Teams, Bolton Bridge
Club; 3-5 Nov, EBU Seniors Congress, Reading; 12 Nov,

Pendle Witch Pairs, Brierfield Bridge Club; 18-19 Nov,
Tollemache Qualifier, Solihull; 19 Nov, Foundation Cup Swiss
Teams, Blackburn Bridge Club; 3 Dec, Lytham Rose Bowl,
Lytham Bridge Club.

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

CONGRATULATIONS to Ben Norton who
was a member of the English Under 21 team
which finished in 3rd place in the European
Youth Championships.

The Samani Salver (the summer knockout – aggregate scored
handicap teams of four competition)
-  The semi-finals will be Golf v Bradgate A and Westcotes
A v Glenfield A

In the Samani Plate (for 1st  round losers)
- The semi-finals will be Grantham B1 v County A and
Bradgate C(Red) v Bradgate B2

Diary dates: 8 Oct,  Midland League vs Gloucestershire
(Away). 11 Oct, Otto & Edith Mixed Pairs (County Club). 25
Oct, Stanley Trophy Round 2 (Glenfield|). 8 Nov,
Leicestershire Cup Round 1 (Glenfield). 12 Nov, Midland
League vs Nottinghamshire (Away). 18-19 Nov,  Tollemache
Qualifier. 22 Nov, Stanley Trophy Round 3 (Glenfield). 6 Dec,
Josephs Bowl Round 1 (Rothley). 10 Dec, Midland League vs
Staffs & Shropshire (Greenfields)

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

AT the recent AGM, the Waitrose Trophy for the highest
percentage score achieved in any affiliated club during the
year was won by Andy Lewis & Phil Harland with a score of
77.34% achieved at Scunthorpe Bridge Club. They are shown
receiving the Trophy from Jane Adams, the Manager of
Waitrose Lincoln (see picture).

The 2016-17 season was completed with the League title
being won by the team of Mo Parsons, Maurice Ladlow,
Debbie Burton, John Gaunt and Dennis Mellor. The top three
teams were separated by just 3 VPs. The Lincoln Gold
knockout was won by Brian Smith, Ron Wall, Al Brown and
Andy King. 

The 2017-18 season calendar is now on the county website
and all members are encouraged to schedule these in the
diaries and support where they can.

Finally, Horncastle Grammar School came 5th in the
recent Harry Scully Schools Bridge Swiss Teams event, out of
23 competing teams.

Winners of Lincolnshire’s Waitrose Trophy
Andy Lewis & Phil Harland
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London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to the team including
Alexander Hydes, Maruša Baša and Sarah Bell
who won the Mixed BAM Teams at the ACBL
Summer Nationals in Toronto. Also to David

Gold & Mike Bell who made it all the way to the semi-finals
of the Spingold in Toronto, where they lost narrowly to the
Lavazza team.
Other successes came at the Riviera Congress in Torquay

where Shahzaad Natt & Stefano Tommasini won the Swiss
Pairs. Shahzaad was also third in the Swiss Teams along with
Niall Igoe. At the Scarborough Summer Congress it was the
women who shone – Rowena Clow & Claire Robinson won
the Pre-Congress Pairs, Claire was also second in the Main
teams final, and Rowena, Kath Stynes and Hannah Cornfield
were third in the Open Teams.
The last ever London Trophy Finals were held in early

June. The Trophy was won by CMS Alumni (Mark Nichols
(captain), Pamela Reiss, Arthur Dyson, Roy Griggs, David
Reuben), the runners-up being MCC (Russell Tenzer
(captain), Gary Diamond, Harvey Laurance, Nigel Clayton).

The Della-Porta Plate was won by Sunningdale GC (Peter
Comber (captain), Tom Boardman, Robert Buxton and Mark
Davies) with runners-up Coolhurst 2 (Sandie Grant
(captain), Ian Kaye, Jeff Lewis, Ken Kentea).
The Duckworth team (Chris Duckworth, Brian

Callaghan, Ian Payn, Frank To) won the London Teams of
Four Play-off for the Ian Gardiner Trophy against the
Pemberton team (John Pemberton, Steve Popham, Trevor
Mathews, Richard Creamer), clocking up a fourth consecutive
win in this event.
At the London Congress in July the leading positions in

the Swiss Pairs were 1st, David Arundel & Andrew Bannock;
2nd, Mike Bell & Sarah Bell; 3rd, Derek Oram & Celia Oram.
In the Swiss Teams at the Congress the leading three teams

were 1st, Claire Robinson, Martin W Jones, Kiril Delev, Nick
Boss; 2nd, David Kendrick, Paul Lamford, Andy Bowles,
Shireen Mohandes; and 3rd, Simon Cope, Allison Green,
Peter Crouch, Jeremy Crouch.

Diary dates: 15 Oct, The Men’s and Women’s IMP Pairs,
YCBC, at 2pm. 3 Dec, The Palmer Bayer No Fear Pairs, YCBC,
2pm. All enquiries and entries to lmbaentries@gmail,com.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

PACHABO
Manchester finished runners up to Kent in this
event held between champion teams from 29
counties. Kent finished just ahead of the

Manchester team of Andrew Woodcock, Catherine Draper,
John Hassett & Jeff Morris, with the result hinging on the
last board. In the last four years Manchester have finished
2nd, 1st, 2nd and 2nd.  

President’s Cup
The Inter County teams of eight weekend took place at
Manchester Bridge Club in mid-July.  Manchester (David
Barton, John Holland, Robert Myers, Alec Smalley, Tom

Slater, Royce Alexander, Jeff Morris, John Hassett, Leslein,
Kath and Alan Nelson) won ahead of Yorkshire.National
League Final
Congratulations to the B team of Eve Lighthill & Ken
Hassell, Robert & Joyce Jones, Gillian McMullan & Neil
Thomas, Peter Foster & John Roberts who won the B
division.  In the A division Alan Mould & Michael
Newman, Alec Smalley & Tom Slater, Kath & Alan Nelson,
Bernard & Rhona Goldenfield were second to an
unstoppable Cambridge team that scored 54 out of a
possible 60 victory points.

Gold Cup
Three teams containing Manchester players have reached
the last eight – Edward Levy, David Debbage, Jeff Morris
and John Hassett now play the Allfrey team containing top
players Tony Forrester, Andrew,Robson and Mike Bell for a
place in the semi-final. Paul, Jason and Justin Hackett have
also qualified as part of the Mossop team and Michael
Byrne and Alan Mould are part of the Kieran Dyke team.

Michelle Brunner Memorial Event
The annual charity Mixed Pivot Teams event was held at
Manchester Bridge Club on 21 July.  Over £2,000 was raised
for Christies Hospital and  St Ann’s Hospice.  Some 21
teams took part with John Morrell, Jim Luck, Peter Jones
and Marianne Farr winning ahead of Kevin and Celia
Comrie, Bernard and Rhona Goldenfield. The
intermediate winners were Graham Winn, Susan Triggs,
Diana Calvert and Hazel Powell.  

Manchester One Day Green Point Teams
The Green Point Swiss Teams was held at Altrincham on 23
July. Winners were John Holland, Gillian Whyte, Pat
Burrows and Pauline Lang.  Second were Alan Mould,
Michael Newman, Toby Nonnenmacher and Raymond
Semp.

Three Manchester University students, Henry Bissell, Rocky
Bullin and Joshua Clarke successfully completed the EBU
Club Tournament Directors Course – two obtaining
distinctions.

Diary dates: 5 Nov, Manchester Intermediate Pairs, St Peters
Assembly Rooms, Hale, 1.30pm. Entries to Barbara Lewis
babsandalec@dsl.pipex.com. 3 Dec, Ben Franks Pairs,
Manchester Bridge Club, 1.30pm. 17 Dec, Santa Claus Pairs,
Manchester Bridge Club, 2pm.

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

A FANTASTIC recent result from Tracy
Capal and her partner David Sherman who
finished runners-up in the EBL Cup at the
EuropeanOpen Championships.

The team of Liz Commins, David Stevenson, Paddy
Murphy and Chris Pope, plus Barry Jones who was
unavailable for the final, won the Welsh Bridge Union Mixed
teams event – the Cambria Cup. A great win, well done.
The Jim Davies Swiss teams was won by Barry Jones,

Stuart Matthews, Geoff Toon and Mark Weeks.
The County Ladies pairs for the Preece Rosebowl was won

by Margaret Barnes and Sheila Shea.
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Congratulations to Liz Commins and David Stevenson
who were one half of the team that won the teams event at the
Oxford Congress.

In the Liverpool BC open teams, Paddy Murphy, Tracy
Capal, Liz Commins and David Stevenson won on a spilt tie
from Peter Hall, Barry Jones, Danny Miller and Bob Pitts

This year the Bill Hughes Simultaneous Pairs, which is
organised by David Stevenson, reached the impressive total of
1,013 pairs competing at 66 clubs in 16 different countries.

Diary dates: 8 Oct, North Wales Pairs (Northop). 15 Oct,
Chester Bowl (charity pairs) Deva BC. 5 Nov, Merseyside
Cup. 25-26 Nov, Llangollen Swiss teams. 3 Dec,  Waterworth
Cup (county pairs). 27-28 Jan, Chester Congress, Deva BC.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

THE 2017 NEBA Congress is again to be held in
the splendid bridge facility at the Marriott
Metro-Centre Hotel from 3-5 November 2017.
Events on all three days will be green pointed

(Friday Open Pairs, Saturday Swiss Pairs and Sunday Swiss
Teams).

Darlington Bridge Club has appointed Christine
Simmons as the Club’s new Secretary.

In an exciting encounter, the Summer Pairs Final held in
June was won by the South Shields pairing of Jacqui Taylor &
Geoff Parker, with John Gladders & Liz Muir coming 2nd,
and  Jenny Grist & David Rossiter third. 

The Northern Open Pairs held in  July proved to be a close
contest with success for the Bishop Auckland pairing of
Audrey Bainbridge & Denise Barham-Hall.  Second place
went to Charlie Singh & Pauline Boardman just ahead of
Marion Curran & Margaret McCabe.

The Annual Match v East of Scotland saw NEBA lose the
‘A Team’ match but come through comfortably in the ‘B Team’
contest.  Congratulations go to all successful players.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

NORTHANTS finished the Pachabo Cup in
seventh place. The team comprised Trevor
Thrower, Marcus Witt, Tony Hough and Tim
Durdin.

Diary dates: 17 Oct, Nationwide Trophy (pairs), Kettering
bridge club. 29 Oct, Lakeland and Kettering Teams Trophy.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE players have a lot to
celebrate.

Congratulations to Notts member Hanna
Tuus, from Nottingham University Bridge Club
(recently resurrected in the past year with

support from NCBA & NBC) who was selected to play for the
England Under 26 Women’s team which came third in the
European Youth Championships. Fantastic news.

Nottingham Bridge Club were runners up out of eight
finalists, in the Garden Cities final at Solihull in June.
Nottingham was represented by Nottingham Gambit (Geoff
Topol & Robin Fisher, Irene & John Auld, David Hodge &
Mark Goddard, Rob Sharpe & Graham Kirby). This is the
EBU event open to the club  teams of eight champions from

every county and the result is Nottinghamshire’s best ever.
The Leicestershire Green Point event in June was

comfortably won by William Crook & Ankush Khandelwal.
They scored 111 VPs and won all seven matches. Other Notts
pairs to do well were Ant Pettengell & Toni Smith (tie 12)
despite turning up an hour late and missing the first match!
Also Gordon Fullerton & Graham Brindley (17th)

The Nottinghamshire Green Point Weekend pairs event
was won by Graham Kirby & Ankush Khandelwal (pictured
below). The teams event was won by John & Irene Auld, Keith
Rodgers and Lloyd Eagling. Winners of the Swiss Teams were
the Notts team of Keith Rodgers, Lloyd Eagling, Irene & John
Auld who scored a fantastic 99 VPs from seven matches.

Notts Green-pointed Pairs winners
Graham Kirby & Ankush Khandelwal

Other Notts teams to do well were Gordon Fullerton,
Shirley Ashtari, Ian Dovey & Dick Milne who came 5th, and
Dave Cobley, John Black, Mike Nailard & Ian Nicholson, who
were 6th, and were playing in their first EBU competition.
Well done guys.

The Midlands Improvers Pairs will take place on 25 Nov.
It is a competition for people with an NGS of 8 or below who
have been playing bridge at club level for less than five years.
There are two venues – Solihull West Midlands and Spondon
in Derbyshire. This is actually very close to Nottingham, just
off the A52, and is an excellent venue with good parking. This
is a good event to try out your competitive skills in a friendly
event without fear of being crucified. Do come along. Contact
details are:
warwickshirebridge.co.uk/MiP, MiP@warwickshirebridge.co.uk

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

THE Oxfordshire Congress was another great
success. Winners of the Swiss Pairs were Andrew
Whittome & Graham Pollack. The Swiss Teams
was won by Liz Commins, David Stevenson and
Dee & Peter Lindon. Mo & Andy Hill won the

Sandra Landy Trophy.
At the EBU Summer Seniors Congress, Paula Hopkinson

& David Patterson were 2nd in the Championship Pairs A
Final.

Chris Cooper’s team were 2nd in the Swiss Teams at the
EBU English Riviera Congress.

Well done to Henry Rose, who was selected to play in the
England Under 16s team at the European Youth Team
Championships. The team did well to finish 4th in their
category for the second time running.
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Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

The SCBA AGM was held in mid-June followed by
a Swiss teams event of 16 teams. The winning team
members were Rachel Panting, Cyndi Harris,
Michael Toft and Ray Walder. Minutes of the AGM
are available on the SCBA website.

In the National League Finals at Coventry in July,
Somerset won the Western League A Division and were
represented in the final by Eric Cummings, Gillian Toogood,
Colin Flood, Sheila Coda, Richard Feetenby, Julian Brown,
Steve Tomlinson and Ralph Smith. Somerset won two of their
three matches beating Gloucester and Manchester.
Congratulations also to the following Somerset teams:
Roger Sweet & Colin Juneman together with Rob Cliffe &
Trevor Ward won the GCBA & HBA Swiss teams in July.

Alan & Jette Bailey, Ceri Pierce & Eric Cummings won the
Berks & Bucks Swiss Teams in June.

Andy Ridgers, Sheena Lanham, Glyn Meredith & Wendy
Miller finished 2nd in the Dorset Swiss Teams in June.

The winners of the Barometer pairs held at the end of July
were Roger Sweet & Ian Walsh. The runners up were
Sheena Lanham & Andy Ridgers.

Diary dates: 6 Dec, Andrew Robson seminar, Webbington
Hotel. Full details of the event can be found on the SCBA
website.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

Eight clubs took part in the SSCBA sim pairs in
mid-August with a total of 94 pairs. Winners
were Geoff Davies & Graham Link playing at
Stafford, 2nd,  Deirdre Newsome & Michael

Seavers also playing at Stafford and third Mike Cornes &
Annette Lucas playing at Newport.

County Chairman, Linda Curtis, together with Jeff Jones,
Val Lupton and Jayne Ball visited Adams’ Grammar school in
Newport at the end of the summer term for a bridge activity
day.  Sixty students took part, forty of whom had not played
bridge before.  Students were divided into three classrooms
and the experience was noisy, exhausting but very
worthwhile.  The school runs lunch time and after school
bridge clubs. 

Diary dates: 23 Nov, Andrew Robson seminar, The Stone
House Hotel, ST15 0BQ.  The afternoon session will be suit
establishment in trump contracts, take-out doubles and
showing your share.  The evening session will be: after 1NT
opener, bidding big hands, cheat seat. Contact Kath Adams
01785 748941 / kathadams28@hotmail.co.uk.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

IT WAS déjà vu at the Mixed Pairs event in June.
Jane & Andrew Moore were the overall winners and
retained the Ringer Cup and John Gan & May Li

won the Lang Cup which goes to the top married pair who are
not overall winners. A carbon copy of 2016. Eric Newman &
Basia Malinowska came second and Michael O’Reilly & Patsi
Barnes came third.

Suffolk Senior Pairs
Congratulations to Dinesh Gudka and Cathy Rowland
who won Senior pairs in mid-July, putting new names on
the trophy. Fifth-placed Paul and Christine Rickard took
the Veterans’ prize. Barry McLoughlin & Trish McLoughlin
came second, with Andrew Moore & Jane Moore in third
place.

Eastern Counties League
The 2017-18 Eastern Counties League season – under new
captain Rick Hanley – began away to Bedfordshire. Suffolk
improved on last year’s encounter, winning two of the
three matches: the ‘A’ team were defeated but both the ‘B’
and the ‘C’ teams won. The second match of the new
season was v Hertfordshire. Suffolk emerged with a ‘half
point’ from the encounter; the ‘A’  and ‘B’  teams lost, but
the C team drew.

Diary dates: 15 Oct, Club Teams of Four, Colchester, 2pm. 12
Nov, Club Teams-of-Eight Championship, Colchester, 2pm. 3
Dec, Suffolk Championship Teams, Nayland Village Hall,
2pm.

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

ANNE & Nick Woosnam continued their
successful county season  by following their
victory in the County Mixed pairs by emerging
triumphant in the recent Senior Pairs
Championship – well done.

Congratulations to our rising stars Liz Gahan and Andy
Cope for their part in taking England’s U16s to 4th place in
the Junior European Championships in Slovakia, thus
qualifying for next year’s World Junior Championships in
China.

The Shakespeare Swiss teams was won by Michael
Gammon, Barbara Roberts, David and Valerie Ivens.

Diary dates: 25 Nov, Midland Improvers Pairs at West
Midlands BC. Entries to Judith Currie at
MiP@warwickshirebridge.co.uk. More information at
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk/MiP

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

WILDWiltshire.
Greetings from our currently rather soggy
county. Our bridge ticked over during the

summer with the county knockout in full flow and success at
Eastbourne where the Webb team (which included Gayle &
Colin Webb) came third in the Seniors Teams. Well done. 

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

OCTOBER is an exciting month for
Worcestershire because we hold the Malvern
Congress, sponsored by Wall James Chappell
Solicitors, over the weekend of the 28-29
October. The No Fear section proved so popular

last year that we are running two No Fear events this year –
Pairs on the Saturday afternoon and Teams on the Saturday
evening.  Full details of the Congress can be found on the
County website.
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Also in October we have the Irene Allen Non-Expert Swiss
Pairs on the 22nd and November sees the County Inter-Club
Teams event, the Healey Cup, on the 19th.  

Worcester and Droitwich Bridge Clubs have now joined
the Evesham, Ridgeway and Stourbridge clubs in running
increasingly popular daytime sessions.  Details are on their
websites.

Stewart Fishburne, Mike Willoughby, Ian Thompson and
Simon Harrison finished joint leaders in the Midland
Counties Bowl. Well done to Herefordshire, though, for
winning on a split tie and thanks to Staffordshire and
Shropshire for hosting a very enjoyable and well-run event.

In the main County competitions, Nick Forward and
Steve Allerston are leading in the Phillipps Pairs Heats and
Joyce Skelton and Ross Garratt are leaders in the Pairs Ladder.
There are still a lot of heats to go and it’s not too late for
members to join either or both of these competitions.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

LEEDS-BASED Scotland international player Phil Morrison
has been appointed the county’s Youth Officer.

YCBA organised a successful seminar featuring
international player Michael Byrne, held at Leeds Bridge Club
in mid-September targeted at improving club players, with an
emphasis on card play.

The first round of the Yorkshire League 2017-18 will take
place on 29 Oct. This season 85 teams have entered, four more
than last year, and there will be ten divisions. 

Congratulations to the following on their successes in
recent international, national and county events:
Daniel Winter (Bradford) was a member of the England
Under 21 team that finished in third place at the European
Youth Team Championships in Samorin, Slovakia.

EBU Summer Seniors Congress: Heather Hobson & Roy
Garthwaite won the Swiss Pairs.

Yorkshire finished in second place in the President’s Cup
competition. The Yorkshire team was Sandy Davies
(captain), Dave Robinson, Tony McNiff, Bill Townsend,
Phil Morrison, Nick Woolven, Alan Brosgill & Robin
Jepson.

John Gerrard Simultaneous Pairs: 1st, Roy Garthwaite &
Heather Hobson (Huddersfield);  2nd, Ron Muse & Wendy
Pye-Smith (Beauchief);  3rd, Martin Ott & Terry Read
(Leeds); 4th, Sylvia Baty & David Oglesby (Olicana).

Malton Cup: 1st, Richard Hilton, Pauline Cooper, David
Lewis & Peter Franks; 2nd, David Waxman, Keith Cornish,
Richard Pike & Tom Copeland.

Peter Littlewood Trophy: 1st, Ian Johns & Geoff Newman;
2nd, Roy Garthwaite & Heather Hobson; 3rd, Frank
Littlewood & David Fletcher; 4th, Ian Martin & Gill
Copeland.

Waddington Cup final: 1st, Sheffield (Graham Jepson, David
Fletcher, Mike Pomfrey & David Waxman); 2nd, Keighley
(Stuart Davies, Carole Kelly, Mark Armitage & George
Bak).

Flitch: 1st, Shona & Jim Tate; 2nd, Mark & Louise Armitage;
3rd, Richard & Jennifer Ellis; 4th, Brian & Jenny Graham. 

Play without the Experts Swiss Pairs: 1st, Alan Harte & Alan
Barnett; 2nd, Anne Rowan & Kathie Gill; 3rd equal, David
Ambler & Leslie Winters and Iain Crockatt & Jason
Levesley. 

EBU Scarborough Congress: Sarah Teshome & Richard
Winter won the Swiss Pairs. Sandy Davies & Dave
Robinson were fourth and Alan Hayward & Alan Jarvis
were sixth.   In the Championship Teams final, Tim Prior &
Paul Brereton were in the second-placed team, and Phil
Morrison, Alan Jarvis & Alan Hayward in the fifth-placed
team.

Diary dates: 5 Nov, Ryedale Pairs (York). 26 Nov, YCBA
Mixed Pivot Teams (Bradford) preceded by YCBA Members
Meeting.

MARGOT WILSON-GARDNER

(Dorset): Margot passed
away in July after a long
battle with cancer.  Her
main bridge partner was
John whom she met at
Pinner Bridge Club, and
eventually married in 2013.
They retired to Dorset in
2005 and became regulars at
Allendale Bridge Club
where she served as a
committee member and
treasurer.  

Bridge became a bigger part of her life and she entered
more competitions and congresses. Her favourites were
always the EBU overseas congresses, where many
friendships were formed. Margot represented Dorset in
several competitions, including the Tollemache.

When Margot’s illness returned her one remaining
bridge target was to reach Grand Master, which she
achieved in 2015.

Margot’s other major interest was choral music – and
she sang latterly with the BU Choir. She was also a keen
outdoor and short mat bowler.  

JOHN SEYMOUR (Staffs): It is
with great sadness that
SSCBA heard that John
Seymour died in July.

John started bridge at
Wolverhampton BC in the
early 70s, joined Stafford in
the 80s and played regularly
at Stone BC. Through Stone
John and his wife, Anne,
have been passing on their
bridge knowledge to new
recruits to the game.

John won his first county trophy in 1971, winning the
County Men’s Pairs with Alan Codling. A year later he won
again with Gordon Haywood. John also started playing in
the inter-County Dawes league in the 70s. Over the years he
enjoyed a number of successes at county, club and congress
level. He was highly regarded for his bridge prowess and
expert analysis. John will also be fondly remembered for his
kindness and encouragement to all at the table – a true
gentleman.

In Memoriam
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